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INTRODlY.:T ION

1. At its thirty-sixth session, the General Assembly, on the recommendation of
the General COmmittee, decided at its 4th plenary meeting, on 18 september 1981, to
include in the agenda of the session th~ item entitl~d "Report ef,the'International
Law Cbmmission on the work of its thirty-third session" y (itel" 121) and to
allocate it to the Sixth Committee.

2~ The Sixth Committee considered th0 item at its 36th, 38th to 54th, 64th and
65th meetings, on 30 OCtober, 2 to 19 1t)vember and 1 and 2 December 1981 y and
recommended to the General Assembly the adoption of two dr:aft resolutions thereon.
At its 64th meeting, on 1 December, the COmmittee adopted by consensus draft
resolution A/C.6/36/L.15 entitled "International ~~nference of Plenipotentiariea on
SUccession of States in respect of State Property, Archives and Debts", relating to
chapter II of the Commission's report. At its 65th meeting, on 2 Delcember, the
Committee, also by consensus, adopted draft resolution A/C.6/36/L.21 entitled
"~\port of t.he International Law Commission on the work of its thirty-third
8el:58ion" •

3. '!'he General Assembly, at its 92nd meeting on 10 December 1981, adopted without
a vote rasolutions 36/113 and 36/114, aa recommended by the Sixth Cbmmittee. By
paragrtAph 10 of the last resolution, the Assembly requested the Secretary-General,
!nter alia, to p~ePare and distribute a topical summary of the c1eb&te held on the
COlTulli6sions's report at the thirty-sixth session of the General Assembly~ In
complianoe with that request the secretariat has prepared the pre'lent document
containing the topical sur.~ar.1 of the debate held on the Commission's report,
except for the summary of that part of the debate relating to chapter II of the
report enti~led MSuccession of States in respect Qf matters other than treaties",
as it relates to the topic, the consideration of which haa been completed by the
Commission. 'lhat summary io issued me a meparate documont in order to facilit~te

ite distribJtion at. the thirty-seventh session of the G:'Jleral Asssmbly in connexion
with the i tern of the provisional agenda entitled "Ulited * tions COrAference on
SUccession of States in respect of State Property ~ Archives and Debts" as well as
to the Conference itself.

DISCUSSION

A. General comments on the work of the International La'" Commission..
and the codification process

4. ~pe:=~ntative8 gen_rally exptessed their appteciation to the Intornational
Law Cbmmission for the significant work accomplished during its thirty-third

------
y Offici8l a,cords of the General.....A8semb11, 'l'hirtr::sixthsemmioq,

,91Pplement No. 10.. (i!367l0 and COrr.l, EngiIsh ar.d French only) • '

Y A/C.6/36/SR.36, 38-54, 64 and 65.
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ses$ion in 1981.. It was pointed out that in fulfilment of the mandate given to it
by the General AsseJUbly in resolution 35/163, the OJmmission had at that session
successfully completed its draft articles on succession of states in respect of
State propet'ty, archives and debt;s and had advanced in the second reading of its
draft articles on treaties concluded between States and international organizations
or between internat.ional organizations, as well as in the consideration of the
remaining topics on its programme of work"! It was also enphasized that during its
latest five-year term, the OJmmission had achieved concrete results on important
topic$ and bad realized the goals it had set at the beginning of the term"! As the
o::>mmission's. latest mandate c&me tQ an end, it should be noted that in the past
five years it had also added to its already considerable list of achievements draft
articles on such topics as succession of States in respect of treaties and the
most-favoured-nation clauses. These satisfactory results, in the opinion of one
rep,esentative, had been achieved despite the many pressing and not always mutually
compatible recommendations emanating from the General Assembly. Many
representatives commanded the outgoing members of the Commissionf and in particular
its Special Rapporteurs, for their contribution to the Commission's successful
performance. Likewise, the work of the Codification Division of tho Office of
LeJgal Affairs was praised. The hope was exp:essed that the Comminsion, in its new
composition, would maintain its high standards and would continue its laudable work
in order to contribute, as it had in the past, to the provision of a sounder and
hence more durable basis for the rule of international law.

5. One representative, while recognizing the worth....while results achieved by the
COmmission at. its thirty-third session, nevertheless consid(\red that progress was
still slow~ ~~~other representative regretted that despite the admirable progress
the f~mmission had made in its work in 1981, the number of draft articles
conside:!:ed on some of the topics had been small.

6. A number of representatives stressed the importance of the activities of the
United Nations the field of codification of international law inasmuch, it was
said, as the Orglmization elaborated just and equitable norms which ensured the
peaceful deVelopment of international relations, strengthened peace and security
and promoted the peaceful settlement of disputes and co-operation among States. It
was consider.ed that, from that point of view, the work of the Commission, whose
useful contribution to peace and to peacefUl international coeXistence was
undeniable, merited unreserved praise. It was observed that the Commission,
through its important work in the sPlere of codification 'and progressive
development of international law, had contrib\'\ted to the strengthening of the
international legal order, to the better protection of the interests 0-£ smaller and
developing countries and to the promotion of the application of the principles of
the united Nations Charter as the baRts of legality in international relationso
Thav1ew was also eXl,ressed that a re~'Ponsible aPPE'0ach to the progressive
development and codification of intern~tional law was the natural concomitant of 2t
concern to enhance the effectiveness of international law as a means of
strengthening peace. 'lbe promotion of the codification and progressive development
of international law in the interest of international peace and justice was, it was
said, the honoura~le, bu t arduous and challenging task before the Cbmmission.

7. It was stated that undt:r its statute"i:he Commiss~on had been established to
generate proposals tind to work out drafts~,ith a view to promoting the progressive
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development and codification of international law. On the whole, the Oommiss.ion
had fUlfilled that role) in particular, it had produced the drafts of a number of
landmark conventions. Reference was made in this connexion to the COmmission's
achievements with regard to the law of treaties, the law of diplomatic and consular
relations, and the law of the sea, which were deservedly well known and had led to
the adoption of major international conventions in the 1950s and 19608. More
recently, it was noted, the Commission had also completed its studies on succession
of States in respect of treaties; on special missions and on the reprasentation of
States in their relations with international organizations of a universal
character, topics on which conventions had also been adopted by plenipOtentiary
conferences ..

8. According to one representative, even if some of those conventions had not yet
achieved universal acceptance or were to be replaced by new ones, their provisions
had rtevertheless served as basic guidelines in inter-State relations or had become
customary rules of international law. He considered tha t the most fruitfUl yei:l~s

of the Commission's existence had undOUbtedly been those in which the international
climate had been most favourable. There was a close interrelationship between the
characteristics of international relations and the process of international law
making. The world was currently witnessing a definite increase in international
tension. Without entertaining any illusions concerning the actual contribution of
international law to the promotion of friendly. relations and co-operation among
Statesg he believed that the results of international law making, even if very
modest, could exert a salutary effect on international relations. Therein lay the
special significance of United Nations activities in that field in general and of
tile Commission's work in particular.

I ...
'"

9. Another representative noted that the League of Na tions had unsuccessfully
undertaken the arduous task of the cbdification and progressive development of
international law. Under the auspices of the United Nations and with the active
support of Member States, the Cbmmission had completed work on more than 20 items,
inclUding some impOrtant contempOrary international conventions. The Commission's
commentaries to the draft articles, as well as the relevant documents, were
valuable reference materials that could help to clarify international customary
norms and international practice. 'nlat was all' praiseworthy. However, according
to t.he principles and purposes of the United Nations Clarter, the codification and
progressive development of in~ernational law constituted more than a purely legal
and technical exercise. The main purpose should be to serve the cause of
international peace and security. In the view of tha t reprasentative ,measured
against that fundamental objective, the Commission's work appeared to leave ample
room for. improvement"

10. One representative emphasized the empiric:;al nature and importance of the
efforts which had been made to codify international law prior to the second World
war. The codification and progressive development of international law were being
hindered by opposition from states which were hostile to co-operation and detente.
In his view, those States had not, however, been able to stop the continuing
advance of the peace-loving forces, which had opened up unprecedented prospects for
the establishment of new relationships among States. The old international law,
which had recognized the supremacy of force and had given legal"' sanction to the
colonial system, had emanated from a few States, had been based solely on their
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intere~t8 and had been unjust. The coexistence of different social systems had,
however, weakened many r~actionary institutions \thile developing and strengthening
long~.tanding democratic principles and institutions through profound changes in
tb_international scene, such as the collapse of the colonial system, and the
emergence of new independent States. International law had therefore be~~ altered
in such a way as to consolidate peaceful coexistence by strengthening the
principles of respect for sovereignty and non-interference in the internal affairs
of other StateB.

11. Some representatives stressed the value of the Commission's work as a source
of customary law which reflected the prevailing legal opinion at a given time. It
was said that the COmmiSSion's success in that regard should offset any
discouragement caused by the difficulties and delay often involved in the
formulation of conventional rules and was an additional reason to hope that its
work would proeeed frUitfully. As stated by one representative, the results of the
Commission's work had been so successful that texts prepared by it had been used as
reference documents by the International (burt of Justice, even before they had
been adopted by a diplomatic conference or, indeed, by the Commission itself.

12. One representative addressed, in this connexion the question of the final form
to be given to the Commission's work. He pointed out that the Commission's report
would appear to justify the choice of Cl convention in tha t such a document would
encourage the emergence of cU$tomary law. As paragraph 63 of the report indic~ted,

a codifying "convention has important effects in achieving general agreement as to
the content of the law whichi t codifies and thereby eseablishin<j it as the
accepted customary law on the matter". 'lbe paragraph went on to affirlu that the
contribution to the development of customary international law appeared to be a
good reason for adopting tbe form of a convention. '!hus, even if the idea of
concluding a convention proved too ambitious, there remained the reassurance that
the very process of negotiating such an instrument would lead to developments in
customary law. In his viewi those participating in the United Nations Conference
on the Law of the sea could confirm that progress towards Cl universally acceptable
convention was of necessity slow, and that periods of 10 or 15 years were not.
infrequently required. It was the fact that such a lengthy process was, quite
naturally, regarded as excessive by Governments called upon to take practical st.eps
as a matter of urgency that led States to concern themselves with the
de~elopmentof customary law as an al ternai:.ive. SUch a trend was a reversal of the
traditional pattern in that the evolution of customary law had formerly been
relatively slow, based as it was on the accumulation of accepted practices, while
trtlt.ty-making had seemed a fairly brisk method of introducing new law. More recent
practice showed that the time neede~ to introduce customary law was signifioantly
less than that required for treaty-making. Customary law on a given issue could
progress prior to the entry into force of a convention, provided .that states had
the opportunity to state their views, their opinio juris, on that issue. It was
sufficient for States to indicate their acceptance wh~n vot.ing on the text as a
whole. Indeed, a favourable opin!o juris could be regarded as sufficient even
before the entire text W&S adopted.

13. In the opinion of the same repres(Jntative, that had been the ca~e with th~

negotiationfS ort the draft Convention on the taw of the sea. The decidedly
revolutioncry concept of the 20G-mile exclusive economic zone had been accepted by

It ••
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the States participating in the '!bird United Nations Conference on the TAW of the
sea before any final text of the proposed convention had been arrived at and even
before any preliminary draft had baen accepted by Governments. It muat therefore
be recognized that the posit.ions taken by Governments in the proc~as of negotiating
or adopting a convention fo~med part of the opinio juris required for establishing
the customary law traditionally expressed in other ways. A difficulty frequently
encountered ;,n the attempt to establish a norm as part of a convention was the fact
that such a norm formed part of a "package deal" of greater or lesser scope. The
concept of the "package deal" meant that opinio juris could not be applied to
separate iosues. The concept was, howevet, affected in a different way by the
treaty~aking process and by the process, of establishing customary law. When a
convention entered into force it compcehended, by definition, the concept of a
"package deal". In contrast, customary law was selective and procesded by stages.
It. incorporated only slements of the "package deal", as circumstances dictated. In
general, it was possible that establishing customary law through the formal
treaty-making process could undetmine the convention itself. If the rules
c.,;~ncerned had already becoflAe customary law, there was little inducement for States
to adopt or ratify a convention. Thus, Governments which showed little inclination
to accept binding clauses on settlement of disputes could rely on customary law to
make it unnecessary for them to accept such clauses, which freqt..ently appeared in
convention~.

.
14. In the opinion c f another representative, jurists engaged in codification
followed a scientific approach, judging States by their acts and taking their words
into account only when they confirmed or prefaced such acts and emanated ftom the
competent authorities. The Commission's Special Rapporteurs had adopted that
approach, while ensuring that every legal norm was founded primad.ly on practice
that was accepted as law. 'Ibe question was, in his view, whether the non-existence
of such practice denoted a legal vacuum and could justify non-re~ognitionof new
legal norms. lie believed that the sources of international law referred to in
Article 38 of the Statute of the International Court of Justic:e, and specifically
the "general principles of law recognized by cJ.vilized nations", were sufficient to
rule out the possibility of any legal vacuum, unless it Was fell; that two thirds of
mankind did not yet meet the criterioTh of "civilized nations". '!be "gene2:al
principles of law" made up for the inadequacy and, in some cases, the non-existence
of State practice, a necessary element in the formation of international custom.
T••e pattern of formation of sych custom could thus be reversed) instead of
ratifying previous practice, international legal instruments or protracted global
negotiations were, more and more frequently, developing practice that inevitably
led to the formation of international custom. H:;)wever, the term "instant custom
did not do justice to the sociological basis for new norms. There was little to be
said against the accelerated emergence of customary norms in the contemporary era.
Foresight had always been a central element in matters of law.

15. Representatives commended the Chairman of the International Law eommission for
his lucid and concise introduction of the Commission's report. The importance of
the consideration by the Sixth Q:>mmittee of the reports of the International Law
Commission was generally emphasized. And it was said that the debate on the
Commission's report a t the thirty-sixth session of the General Assembly was all the
more im9Qrtant as the Commission was about to begin a new five-year term.
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16" sevl\a~al roptes~nt:atives remarked that the annual discussion on the report of
thQ ln~ernat:iQnal Law Commission provided a valuable opportunity for the expression
of C$ wide 'iYariety of views on the t.opics under consideration by t.he Commission and
for th. formuJ,ation of gsnretally ~9reed recommendations to guide the Commission in
it.$ future work. In the view of many representatives, the debates on the reports
Qf thfk lnteu:na.tional ~w Commission had always t;;2en the real highlights of the work
of the ,Sixth Committee. Although a number of other items allocated to it played an
Ot1ts~nding role in the over-all activitiee of the United Nations, the Commission's

".reports served as a constant: remi,nder that one of the major tasKS entrusted to the
General As~etnbly was to encourage the progressive development and codification of
inte~national law. The opinion was eXi:Xessed that the annual. consideration of th;e
Cbmmission fa report was an important phase of the prQcess of COdification and
pi:'ogreesivEt deve.lopment of international law. While the work of the Commission
r~presented the preparatory phase of that process, that of the Sixth Committee
represented the intermediate ph,;'je, ir'i which initial judgements were passed on form
and substance and on the over-alll di:cection of the Commission's future work. '!bat
process m~,ght seem slow but the work could not be done in haste, for the viability
of any world-wide legal salution could be secured only through the harmonization of
State interests on the basis of sovereign equality. It was also said that the
ha~moniQus interaction between the Intern~tional Law Commission and the Sixth
COmmittee had produced extremely satisfactory results, as attested to by the many
conventi.ons which had been the outcome. The Committee h~d t..l1e duty of studying the
various aspects of the (:Ommission's work and providing guidance in keeping with
political realities. '!'be fact that, as a rule" the comments made on the work of
the COmmission we,;e favourable showed t~",~jt the Commission was sensitive to the
directives given to it. It was t.."'aus iXl'~~~ible to combine political considerations
with practical experience and technica: ~xpertise.

17. It was also observed tha t the Sixth Committee and the International Law
Commission had grown over the years, not only in regard to their workload, whicll
waa now consi~erable, bu t more particularly in the maturity of their approach to
the items e.ntrust'!!d to th~m. Several m.ajor topics had occ'Jpied their attention
concurrently and would ~ontinue to do so for the for~seeabls future. The growing
number of substantive items assigned to them by the General Assembl~' reflected the
latter's increasing confidence in their ability to perform their duties. In all
its work, the Commission had been guided by the Committee in matters of legal
policy, selection of topics and the final substance and ~orm of its wor k. The
Committee, in turn, had been given ample opportunity to consider and comment on the
COmmission's work. Both bodies thus shouldered a fair share of the burden of
elaborating rules of international law and their close collaboration was in fact
indispensable to the balanced growth of international law. Observation made in the
Sixth Committee provided an indication of international legal developments and
Governments' attitudes and inclinations and should continua to be encouraged as a
means of' enabling nations large and small to contribute to the fot'mulation of rules
of modern inte~national law.

18. i'be Sixth Committee, it was said" had a useful role to play iramaking new rule
of inte~national law which were more humane and more widely accepted. Every
procedural change that might affect its role shOUld therefore be watched very
closely, especially in regard to developing countries, whose views tRust be heard if
legal rules were to develop equitably. If some of the rules of traditional law had
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been noticeably intolerable, the minimum requirement of new laws was that~ey

should at least be tolerable to the overwhelming majority of smaller and less rich
nations of Asia, Africa and Latin America. Nor could the proposition be toler~ted

that, because a rule of law was disagreeable to a particular nation or group of
nations, the community of nations must regard as bi.nding a rule which was
diametrically opposed to the one proposed by the rest of the world. Such an
unhealthy attitude still persisted, although less and less so in t.~9 Sixth
Comm:J.ttee, whose members were concerned for the future well-being of mankind rather
than motivated exclu~ively by national, short-term interests. A legal proposition
did not cease to be binding simply because one or two States stood to lose some
undue advantages by it. If all members of the Committee, parti.cularly those frotl\
dev~loping countries, could make their views heard, that would ensure that
international law was improved to serve mankind as a whole. The Committee must
therefore be unfettered by pLocedu~al impediments. The opinion was also expressed
that the Sixth Committee and the OJrnmission should see to it that the Commission
was seized of genuin~ly iropo~tant topics which were accessible for codification and
progressive development, while obviating the n.eed for the Cbmmission to:i,ntrude
into the field of speculative definition of new rules.

19. According to one rap~esentative, a certain malaise egisted about the
Commission and, inter alia, its relations with the General Assembly through the
Sixth Committee and its role with regard to ~e implementation of Article 13 of the
Charter. There was no widely accepted view 0.1 the causes or extent of that
malaiaeJ in his opinion, it was not a matter which directly concerned the Sixth
Committee or an)1 other United Nations body or agency at the current stage or on
which any agreement could be reached in a polit,ical or even an academic body.
However, the G~neral Assembly, thrcugh the Sixth Co"~ittee, could not escape its
share \,)f responsibility for that malaise, and the debate on the Commission' s report
provided a convenient opportunity for a re-examination of the Committee's role in
tha t part of tha codification and progressive developmen t of international law
which~ ac~ording to both the Commission's Statute and a widely accepted division of
labeu;.;&, h<;)d bocome the special province of the Commission..

20. Several representatives elaborated on the nature of the Commission's main
task, namely the progressive development of international law and its
codification. It was said that, as in the past three decades, the Commission's
basic rule should be to conc~ntrate en general multilateral treaty making, where
the conditions for codification and progressive development became discernible
through a thorough analysis of State practice. The international community should
not forget that the Conunission's primary goal was the codification of international
law and, at the same timet should not lose sight of the equally important task of
pr~gtessive development. In the words of article 15 of the COmmission's Statute,
the purpose of codification was t.o find "the ,more precise formulation and
systematization of rl-iles of international law in fields where there already has
been extensive State practice, precedent and doctrine". While the Commission
should play a central role in the general multilateral treaty-making process, its
activities' should be supplemented by those of diplomatic conferences or ad hoc
bodies established t.o deal with specific topics. The central role of the
Commission could be maintained only if its approach to codification and progressive
development and its methods of work set a high standard and served as a rule of
conduct for the work of such other forums.

I ...
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21. In the Qpinion of one representative., both the Commission and the Sixth
eommittee shQuld remain aware that ~,e sources c)f international law were still, by
and large, those laid down in Article 38 of the Stat.ute of the International Court
of Justice. Nor should it be forgotten that the Commission had gained its place
and its general recognition by appcoaching the codification and progressive
dev~lopment of international law in a generally balanced manner. In the twilight
area surrounding international customary law, it had been guided by cafeful, but
not over-restri-ctive assessments of practice and newly emerging legal conviction.
At the same time, the Commission had been aware of the danger of purely speculative
definitions of new rules. 'Ibe general acceptance enjoyed by its work on such
topics as the law of treaties, the law of diplomatic relations and the law of
consular relations testified to international recognition and justified the method
chosen. It was also said that the Commission had adopted a realistic conception,
which deserved full approval, according to which international law was the
emanation of the will of States.

22. Another representative emphasized that the progressive development and
codification of international law involved ~ constant search for balance between
the interests involved. That search for balance should not lead to mere verbal and
artificial compromises, but should be ~imed at subst.antive compromises with a view
to achieving a genuinely stable l.egal reg ime.. That search must also be part of the
all-emcracing approach which the Commission should adopt in the light af the
interpenetration and complementarity between the topics before it. The balance
must be dynamic, since what was, involved was the codification of the changing norms
of an international society in a state of flux. Without such a balancel the legal
stability sought through the patient process of progressive development and
codification could not be guaranteed.

23. For the same representative, the 1958 instruments relatil'l9 to the law of the
sea had carried the seeds of instability in that they had not been ro'aponsive to
the demands of the new era. The Third United Nations Conference on the Law of the
sea had given preference to progressive development on t.he basis of political
negotiat.ion~ Members of the Co~~ission had made a valuable contribution to the
work of the Conference in the various phases of a pl:ocess of negotiation that would
undoUbtedly leave its mark in the annals of the progressive development and
codification of international law. The international community and, a ~ortiori,

the International Law Commission, should ba mindf~l of the lessons derived from the
revision of the law of the sea.. 'lbe progressive development of that law bad been
possible because the concept of equity had fo~na its right.ful place as a reg~lative

element essential to legal stability. 1hat concept should be taken into account
not only in the application of legal norms on the basis of their interpretation by
jUdges or arbitrator~" but also when t..'ley were being elaborated. During the
process of elaborat.ion, there was a need for equitable principles that would
establish a close link between legal norms and all the relevant circumstances of
the specific case which those norms sou~ht to govern. It was with good reason that
in Article 38 of the Statute of the International Cou.r~ of Justice there was a
clear: distinction between the power of the Court to decide a case ex aequo et bono
and the application of general legal principles. the components of international
norms should not reflect an archaic vision of t.he world, but should cov~r the
specific realities of the international community •.
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24. It was also stated by one representative that the United Nations itself was
premised on the existence of a world order governed by international lawJ
furthermore, the CDmmission' s main task assumed the existence of international
law. In his view, the Commission had demonstrated its firm c.ommitment to
sustaining international law as it had developed through the centuries; and he
sha~~d the view that it was essential to build on existing law and not to replace
it by new norms, since the effectiveness of law, and particularly of international
lawD depended on habitual and traditional State recognition of the binding force of
the law. Law must nevertheless not be static. It could not ignore the present and
rely for its sustenance only on the richness of its history, the force of its
precedents or the nobility of its origins.

25~ The same representative observed that it had been asked why the formUlation of
a comprehensive eonvention on the law of the ses, which was perhaps the most
significant development in comtemporary history in the field of international law,
had not been entrusted to the Commission, as the existing conventions on the
subject had been. SOme States had d,eplored the fact,. and had viewed it as the
reason for the protracted nature of the current negotiatiofls. Others, however, had
considered that the Commission would have been incapable of i:'esponding promptly or
adequately to the difficult and formidable problems arising from the various
situations of States and the new uses of the sea and the sea-bed,. Without giving
an opinion on the effectiveness of the procedu,:es adopted, or assessing the impact
of the current negotiations on the law of the sea, it must, in his view, be
recognized that, whatever came ou t of the negotiat.ions, the law of the sea had
changed': when the preparatory work on the COnferel'lce had begun, a number of States
had regarded national jurisdiction over extensive economic zones as a , ~al heresy,
but such zones now existed and were recognized in law and in fact. Ar..;::hipelagoes
had also acquired a distinct legal status. It should therefore be considered to
what extent, and in what ways, the Commission should help to bring about: an
evolution of international law so as to enable that law to reflect the changed
circumstances and to meet the needs of peoples in the light of the current. world
situation. While, in preserving the past and maintaining ~e status qu~, the law
ensured stability of relationships in society, a time cama when law must not only
adjust to circumstances and changes but must itself be an instrument of change in
order to rectify what had become unacceptable and intolerable situations, since
otherwise the necessary changes would be brought abou t by violence.

,
26. One representative stressed that, while international law reflected the
progress made in international relations, it also had a dynamic role. It was in
that sense that the United Nations Charter had helped to "liberate- international
1a\., by stipulating 6 in Article 13, paragraph 1, that the (",eneral Assembly should
encourage "the progressive development of international law". The International
Law Commission had come into being aa Cl result of that concern and had succeeded,
despite the inherent limitations of its statute and the heterogenouG nature of a
changing international conununity, in participating in the process of establishing
an international legal order which recognized some of the effects of' decolonization
and met som~ of the requirement~of development. In the same way that a particular
form of international law had served as the chosen instrument for achieving
dominance, the norms of contemporary international law must, if they were to
correspond to reality, express a new function of the law required as a consequence
of relations among an increasing nUmber ol sabjedta of law which were lnore
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heterogenous and aspired to greater equality in their status" A new and authentic
legal otder which took into account the changing circumstances of politics,
economics and society which determined international relations, could only be
achiev~d after a transitional Phase in which international law was adjusted, it
wan the task of the Commission to bring about that adaptation"

27. In the opinion of the same representative, unlike the traditional evolution of
inte~national law, in which conventional law emerged from customary law,
codification sometimes resembled progressive development" SUch a pattern revealed
a preference fo!: the "agreement", which resulted from a more democratic process
thal'll customary law, in the formulation of wbich not all States had participated"
It also indicated that the Commission was aware of the urgent need to bring into
bei'~9 Cl system of law which took account of new realities.. If conventional law
sometim6s failed to become customary law, that was undou~tedly due partly to the
fact that the process by which conventional law came into being was relatively long
dra~.m out, and pa,:tll' to the fact that there could be a hiatus between the nom so
laboriously arrived at and the changing reality it was intended to regUlate.. nte
to a lack of foresight, the international norm was often doomed to obsolescence
even before it had been accepted as part of positive law. He was pleased to note
that the Commission was making a g~eater effort to meet the specific needs of the
international conwunity than to conform strictly to an "established practice" which
was difficult to find in reality. Undue respect should not be accorded to
tradition, and the virtues of innovation should not be ignored.

28. It was stressed by some representatives that since the Commission's
establishment, th~ entergence of a large number of independent States of the third
worlg had radically changed the international community, and it was therefore
necessary to review sorneel! the traditional doctrines of international law, which
were a product of the colonial era.. The third world countries had not been able to
contribute to the formUlation of customary international law, which they had been
expected to follow since their accession to independence. FUrthermore, the growing
interdependence of Sta~es, the advances made in the field of s::ience and technology
and the growth of international trade and international markets had created
circumstances which demanded the examination of new areas of law, such as the law
of economic relations among States, the enlargement of the scope of international
law and a shift in its priorities. In carrying out its functions, the Commission
should take into account all situations which might have implications for the newly
independent states. O:1ly in that way would it be able to contribute to the
progressive development of an international law conducive to ensure that balance of
forces which the contemporary world so badly needed.

29. The view was also expressed that the Commission should continue its efforts
and broaden the scope of its action with a view to brining international law into
line with contemporary conditions.. The Commission shoald not confine itself to
considering legal problems from a purely technical point of view, but should also
bear in mind the requir.ements and needs of the international communi.ty, the
evolution of relations among States and the overriding need for detente. As stated
by one representative; there wet'e winds for change in the field of international
law. ~ae international community was continuously calling for b;e codification of
la~, for the dynamic evolution of international law and for its extension to new
ctivities and areas. The International Law Commission should not disregard those
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winds of change. If it did, it woulp be unable to continue occu~ying its high
place in the international law-making process.

30. It was further stated that since the Conunission's task was to ptomote the
codification and progressive development of international law, it~ work should not
be limited to the traditional areas of international law, but should emphasize the
codification, study, and progressive deveJ.opment of international law in connexion
with issues that emerged as the international situation evolved. Qlly in that way
could the Commission have a promising future and retain ita relevance and
vitality. ~ere was a current tendency to convene special confetences and
establish ad hoc committees to work on important international conventions, thus
eclipsing the Q:)mmission and weakening its role. '!bat question deserved
attention. The Comnission should not monopolize the important international
conventions, least of all those which involved important interests of States and
required full consultations among Governments. It was obviously unrealistic to
e",-pect the Commission to assume the full burden of that work. It was, however,
absolutely essential that the Commission should not be constrained by established
patterns, but should be allowed to look at reality with a view to the progressive
development of international law. If the laws deVised by the international
communit.y were incapable of solving the problems of real life, then those laws
would s imply lose their meaning and effect.

31. ~e view was also expressed that \l1ttempts to speed up the pr~c:ess of
codification and, especially, the progressive development of international law
would not necessarily be positive and might even be counterproductive. According
to that view, in cases where it had been decided not to entrust the elaboration of
an international legal instrument to the International Law Commission ~ the
interminable negotiations of the Third United Nations Conference on the Law of the
sea being an outstanding case in point - the results had been very disappointing,
whereas whenever the preparation of the legal foundation of a topic had been
separated from the political n~lgotiations and entrusted to the COmmission, the
basic working document produced by the latter had greatly facilitated successful
negot.iations among States. !the Commission had not, as some had asserted, remained
static: in its methods but had evolved and striven to adi!1pt to the changing
circumstances of a world society inconstant flux. '!be changing membership of the
Commission, particularly with the invaluable: contribution of members from states
which had become independent since t.he end of the second World War, had also
naturally, brought about gradual changes in the Commission's appcoach to its work,
giving greater importance to the progressive development of international law,
alongside the 1:~aditional work of codification. Tb'at evolution was, of course,
provided for in the United ~ti{)ns Olarter and in the Commission's statute.

32. It was considered that the genuinely new factor wae the fact that the many
nations which in the past had been the passive subjects of colonial rUle were now
in a position to participate actively in the elaboration of international law,
rendering ine',itab1G the advent not only of the new international economic order
but also of a new international legal order, adapted to the needs, interests and
aspir.ations of the whole of the ipternational community and not, as· in the past, to
those of !t small privileged group. It was also said that it was gratifying that
variout! organs of the Olited Nations, including the COmmission, had thrown their
weight. behind initiatives to narrow the economic gap between rich and poor nations
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ana di~layed the courage roquired to effect genuine ch~nges in the intern~tional

01'(2.1', whethet le.'9al, economic or social,· properly reflecting th~ will of all
peopleD. 'rhi, the COmmission had done by incorporating the principles of
significant General Assembly declarations and resolutions in the fabric of the new
international legal order. The Commission, it was further stated, had gradually
elitninated certain obsolete concepts of the old international law and had striven
to take State practioe into account.

33. Many repcesentativea followed the procedure which had been triea the previous
year of dividing the consideration of the International Law Commission's report
into patts, thus allowing members of the Sixth Committee to make more than one
statement on the item. Other representatives presented their views on sever.al of
the subjects contained in the COmmission's report in one single compcehensive
statement, owing, in the opinion of one representative, to the fact. that unlike
other delegation., hezs did not have a number of technical advisers at its disposal
and, as explained by another representative, his belief that valuable time could
thereby be.av.d. Nevertheless, those two reI,Xesentatives stated, respectively,
that the practice which had become widespread during the current seseionf whereby
delegations wishing to do so made a number of statements on the item, was sound and
a logical way of tackling the ())mmittee's work on. that important: item, and that
each delegation was entitled to submit its observations on the item in the manher
it considered most appropr.iate. ibe opinion was a150 expressed tha t that procedure
should be applied in a liberal manner and should never serve to curtail the freedom
of representatives to speak once only on the item. In the long run, the new
procedure might prolong rather than shorten the deb&te but, whatever its merita or
dfP\er1ts, there would be no opposition to trying it ou t as long as representatives
were not obliged to divide up their statement into separate parts dealing with
different sections of the COmmission's report.

B. ,Question of treaties concluded between States ang
internation~lorganizationg or between two or more
international organizations.. ,..

1. COmments on the topic as I! whole

34. Many repcesentatives congratUlated the International Law Commission on the
notable progress it had achieved at its thirty-third session in its work on the
question of treaties concluded between States and internation~lorganizations or
betw..ntwc>,.orllOr~ ·intellHtiooal..organiutions. Batisfaoti.on·wae expressed that
the Commission had commenced the second reading of the draf1t articles on treaties
conclUded between States and international ozganizations or between int~rnational

organization.. certain other represQntatives, however, voiced regret that the
Cb_i••ion had only succeeded in cattYing au t a second reading of the first
26 draft articles, rather than the first 60 articles as envisaged by General
Assembly resolution 35/163 •

.35. 'Itle Special Jtapporteur on the topic, Professor Paul Router, was praised for
his scholarly contributions to the wotk of the Cbmmission on the topic and for his
~thorougbanalysiDof the iS8u•• under review.
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36. The tmportance and complexity of the topic was stressed by ,8 number of
representatives. While the draft articles on the topic had not so far been
approved as a whole by the commission, and there was no certainty that a diplanatic
conference would be convened with a view to embodying th~m in the form of a
convention, nune ~;e less, those articles had been taken into account by the
International court of Justice. It. was notewort:hy that su.ch texts could provide
useful reference material for decision-makers at both the nationa~. and
international levels. The value of the draft articles on treaties between states
and international organizations or between international organizations derived from
the care with which the COmmission had discussed those articles and the penetrating
analysis provided by the special Rapporteur in his reports. In that instance, as
in others, the COmmission had shown that both customary law and the law of treaties
could emerge only from a combination of laysl rigour and political realism.

37. It was remarked that for the first time the commission was dealing with
international or.ganizations as subjects of irAternational law in a context no longer
ltmited to specialized agencies and other major organizations in the IDlited Nations
system~ hence, the initial i~oncern felt by the members of the Conmission with
regard to a draft that r~lated not only to the law of treaties but to the subjects
of law. That apprehension had now been dispelled and the commission had been able
to give its undivided attention to the minimum differences that had to be
recognized in order that the rules of the Vienna COn~ention on the LaW of Treaties
could be applied to treaties having international organizations as parties~

Emphasis was placed on the fact that since the number of international
organizations was constantly increasing, some standard rules to govern relations
between states and those organizations should be framed. ~le elaboration of such
clear rules would, it was said, undoubtedly prove useful, especially for legal
advisers of smaller and newly independent States. Yet this constituted undoubtedly
a difficult task because at present there was little established practice in the
domain of treaty~aking power on the part of entities such as international
organizations. Keeping in mind the fact that state sovereignty had no l~it&tions

except those tmposed by reciprocal respect for that sovereignty, whereas
international organizations owed their existence to the will of States and took
different forms, the commission had endeavoured to strike a balance between the
different schools of thought concerning international organizations.

38. one representative emphasized that the type of treaties under current
examination by t~e COmmission contained more inherent difficulties than had been
anticipated. While the treaty practice among states had become more or leBs
uniform and firmly established, the diversity among the international otgani~ations

was reflected in the absence of established practice concerning treaty~aking

power. Whereas the smallest of international organizations might have little or no
governmental or sovereign power, and thus little power to bind the organization in
an agreement with another international organization or a State, there were
collectivitiea of states Which partook of some of the sovereign ~~ers of their
membElrs,including even the tre&ty~akin9 power in a limited field such as trade
agreements f or legislative power in fiscal spheres. The diff~rence bet~~en the
organizations themselves meant that in many cases it was difflcu~t to identify the
organ of mechanism of treaty-making, or who ,.,i<:bin the organization was empowered
to express its consent to be bound by a treaty. There might. be a questioh whether
such an expression of consent could be binding without ptior authorization from the
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governing board or council of the organization. The question ot treaties betw~en

an international organization and its member States or ot~er states was
partieuIA~ly complex, 88 might be illustrated by va~ious headquarters agteements.
l~ltl1atGral conventions of a univefsal chsraotar, ~uch ~a tb. draft COnvention on
the Law of the Sea, might be open to signature by participants which wer9 mainly
st&tea, but relevant international organizations could also become bound by their
provisions and acquire the rights and duties flowing from the convention by virtue
of the special nature of their functions.

39. Another representative stressed that not enough international practice and
experience Were available and that there wer. ~.nternational organizations of all ~

descriptions, differing in legal fODms, organizational structures and functions.
Such diff~r.nce~ made it hard, he said, to fo~ulate general legal, norms that could
apply to all types of international organizations.

40. ~ for the f.uture work of the commission on the topic, most representativee
Who referred to the matter were of the view that at its thirty-fourth session the
commission shOUld, taking into account tite written comments of GOvernments and
prtncipal international organizations, complete the second reading of the draft
articl.. on treati$s concluded between States and international organizations or
between internation~l organizations. Certain representatives urged the commis8ion
to oontinu& ita efforts along the linea begun at its thirty-third sQssion to
improve and simplify the drafting of the various artieleso

41. on. representative urgQd that the commission, in ita second reading of the
draft a~tioles, not be held too strictly to the "final" approval accorded at its
1981 8~.8!on to articles 1 to 26. There was, he said, a certain contradiction
between the first sentence of paragraph 105 of the COmmission's 1981 report, which
referred to the final approval of articles 1 to 26, and the second sentence, which
spoke Of making "minor drafting adjustments" to those articles. That; together
with the reference in foot-note 593 to the possibility that ~le new article 5 might
make it possible to resolve "various other questions", and the fact thut in
pararaph (3) of the commentary to article 20 both article 5 and article 20 were
noted as provisions to which the COmmission might return at its next s08sion,
indicated that chapter 111 was not only partial, but more provisional than might at
first have been thought. If the Commission completed its second reading of the
draft artiolQ8 along the present lines, something more than minor adjustments might
ba required to articles 1 to 26, especially in view of the enlargement and the
changed membership of the caaission it, the coming year.

42. 'lbe _.e representative WaS also of the view that the COl'tlmission might not be
able tu ooraplete work on the topic until 1983. NI indicated below (see para. 52),
his delegation considered that the most appropriate method for the commission to
complete ita work on the topic of treaties to which an international organization

.. "'.. a party would be to produce a eet of guidelines for the conclusion of such
tre.ti••, rather than envisaging the elaboration of an international convention
which would take even longer than the Vienna COnvention of 1969. His delegati,on
awaited with inter••t the final text of the cx:ami8.!on'a analysis of the
application of th. Vienna convention to the treaties in que.tion and haped to
rec.1ve that .nalyais at thethirty-.eventh (1982) •••8ion of the ~neral

AlHllbly. Bven if the oo.isslon should decide to reduce 1ta proposals to a .et of
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guidelines, however it would still require another year or two t? complete its work
on the topic.

43. Another representative asserted that as with the Vienna convention on the Law
of Treaties, sevetal years w~uld be ne~ed for the c~"pletiu" and a~Option of
another instrument governing international agreements between states and
intern~tional organiufttions, as broadly defined to include all kinds of
interf&tr~1Ternmentalorganizations. Apart from the type of treaties undel current
examin~tion, there appeared to have emerged a series of treaties of a third kind,
bindir~ on StateB by virtue of a system of international law governing their
relations with institutions which were extranational, with funds and interests
transcending national boundaries. Questions of treaties with transnetional
agencies would also have to be dealt with in the future.

2. comments on the draft articles as a wh~le.
(a) Relationshi2 to the vienna Convention and methodologic~l aeproach

44. MOat representatives who spoke on the matter considered as basically Boutid the
commission's ~pproach of maintaining as close a parallelism as possible between the
articles of tbeprQsent draft and the articles of the Vienna convention ontne Law
of Treaties and of considering what draft.lng or substantive changes would be need
fo~ treaties concluded between states ~nd international organi~ations or between
international organizations. It was in particular welcomed that the parallelism
with the vienna convention had not precluded innov~tions intended to reflect the
specific characteristics which resulted from the differenceB between the subjects
of international law concerned and which must of necessity give rise to provisions
safeguarding, to the 9~eatest extent possible, the principle of the equality of the
contracting parties while ensuring a certain flexibility, taking into account both
the conceivable limits of consensualism 8S applied to international organi:ations
and the limits of their capacity to enter into contracts. In addition, the
commission had been right to use the provisions of ~~e Vienna convention as a guide
in its work on the topic as it was thus promoting the unification of legal norms,
one of the prerequisites for the progressive development and codification of
international law.

45. A number of xepresentativ&s also believed that the commission ba1 been right
to cast the draft articles in a for,m entirely independent of that of the Vienna
convention and without any renvoi to that convention. It was wise to refrain from
drafting provisions containing additions to or refinements on the Vienna convention
which might also be applicable to treaties between States.

46. In that connex!on, however, certain representatives remained unconvinced that
the best approach had been followed. '!'he argwnent that simplifying the draft
artiolea by utilizing the technique of renvoi to the relevant articles of the
Vienna convention had not been t.u,edprGviously in codifying conventions was not
decbdv8 and the legal difficulties hinted at by the commission seem.ato be
exaggerated. mverthele••, it was not.ed that in tbecourse of the aecondreading
of th. draft a,.,ticles, texts had Qeen substantially shortened and ailapl,ified.

"
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.7ft In its approach to the topic, the COmmission was congratUlated by some
representatives for having proceeded empirically, striking a balance between
can.ensun bas~d on equality of the contracting parties, whicb was the foundation of
treaties between stat0s, on the one hand, and the differences between states and• lnt~tnational organizations on the other. While denying the organizations some of
the latitude granted to statea by the vienna convention, the commission at the SMte
time applied to them certain rules which states alone wefe entitled to apply with
fl~xibil£ty. In ~lat manner, the commission had steered a correct, middle course
between the two opposing approaches, namely, that of treating international
organizations as states and that of considering the differences between states and
international organizati.ons to be sanething fundamental which should be emphasized.
at every opportunity. Therefore, while the commission should as a general rule
follow the b&sic approach of treating the two kinds of subjects equally, it should
al&o, in elaborating certain specific pro9r~~es, take into account the structural
and functional differences between the two subjects and introduce necessary minimum
modifications to the corresponding divisions in the Vienna convention in order to
ensUre their effective implementation by international organizations. It was hoped
that early agreement would be reached on the basis of that approach.

48. ~rtain representatives stressed that international organizations could not be
equated with states. The latter enjoyed sovereignty, whereas international
organizations were established and given their mandates by their member states.
Therefore, although both states and international organizations could conclude
treaties, their characteristics and competences differed. The legal principles
governing the conclusion of treaties between states could not be applied wholesale
to treaties concluded between states and international o~ganizations or between
international organi2ations. That was an ~portant question of principle that
warranted careful stUdy in the drafting process. Although some consideration had
already been given to that aspect, it would not be easy to reflect it adequately in
the draft articles. The Commission, in its second reading of the draft articles,
should proceed from the premile that a sovereign state was the sole original
subject of international public law.

49. on the other hand, certain other representatives considered that international
organizationa should be equated as far as possible ~itb States since they were,
after all, equally subjects of international law. The equal footing of States and
international organizationl was the logical corollary to the admission of
intvrnational organizations as contracting parties to treaties on the basis of the
principle of equality. ~ be· sure, states possessed the attributes of sovereignty
and were equal before international law, whereas international organizations were
the result of an act. of will on the part of State$ which gave them different
juridical characteristics. Although they were endowed with a separate personality
distinct from that of the member states of which they were composed, international
organizations remained closely tied to those States. Aa far as the draft articles
under COn.ideration were concerned, it was considered puzzling that the text
r.tained certain distinctions between international organizations and states and,
partioularly, between tteat.iea conclUded betweilrl states and international
organiaations and.. those bet"Hn t\olO or JDOre international organizations. In sane
c••••, for eXUlple in the caaentary to article 17, there was no attempt even to
explain those distinctions, it was said.
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(b) Form of the draft and final stage of t~!! codification, of the t.opic

50. AS to the form which the final stage of work on the topic should take, many
repres9ntatives who addressed themselves to the matter favoured the elaboration of
a clonvention and expressed the hope that the conunission would so recommend. It ~as

stated that the 26 draft articles adopted by the commission in aeco~d reading at
its 1981 session had improved the prospects for the adoption of a convention on the
subject. some representatives were of the view that such a convention should be
elaborated by an international conference of plenipotentiaries.

51. one representative said his delegation had always taken the view that a
thorough preliminary examination of every article of the Vienna Convention was
essential, in order to establish if and how it could be applied to a treaty to
which an international organization was a party, before the topic itself could be
adequately and practically treated. It had never believed that that examination
would be the end of the work, nor that a multilateral convention would be the only
way of completing it. Indeed, the risk that such a convention might have an
unwelcome impact on the 1969 vienna convention, by changes in woraing or by new
interpretations, in his delegation's view, outweighed any possible advantages.
More experience had recently been gained of the practical aspects of the probletn,
especially from the Third united Nations COnference on the Law of the sea, which
had highlighted, among other things, the concrete implications of the pa!'ticipation
of an internatonal organization in a new convention, an issue which dem&nded a
fairly close examination, not only of the Vienna convention but also of the draft
convention on the LaW of the sea, in order to establish the nature of the problems
involved and how they were to be solved, both politically and technically.

52. 'Ibe same representative said that, in the light of the foregoing, what the
commission needed to do after completing its close analysis of the 1969 Vienna
COnvention, was to produce a set of flexible guidelines for the process by which
international organizations could become contracting parties to mUltilateral
treaties the majority of parties to which werp ~vereign States) all other matters
were either secondary or not gov~rned exclusiv~ly by the law of treaties and
therefore did not need to be included. The full analytical conclusions of the
OO.mnission on its second reading of the articles would always be useful and
available for reference, probably requiring no further action other than a general
debate in the oommittee~ but the reduction of the large quantity of articles to a
series of well-eQooeived general guidelines would be of the greatest value. The
practical details of ~uch participation of international organizations would be a
matter for negotiation in each particUlar case, as it had been in the OOnferenue on
the Law of the sea. There was an additional series of problems, relating to the
manner in which the international organizations to which the draft articles were
intended to apply could become bound by them and be aseociated in their final
adoption. It. was possible that close examination of those aspects would in the
last analysi~ reinforce his delegatioaOs view that a fo~al oonvention
supplementing the Vienna convention was not the most appropriate way of resolving
the topic.

53. one representative remarked in that connexion that internatipnal organizations
should be invited to participate in any conference of plenipotentiaries aa full
members and not only as observers, thus facilitating the development of the work
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and efisuting the success of such a conference. Anothec representative, afte~

~pba~i~in9 that if the draft articles were not reconsidered it would be difficult
f~~ sOMe states to ratify the proposed convention, said that his delegation would
h&ve difficulty if international organi~ations were t~ participate not as observers
but as full participants on the occasion of the final consideration of the'd~aft

articles_

3e COmments on the various draft ar.ticles

Ca) ~tic:les 1 to 26 '!p'}>roved in S~!!S! readin..71.:...& the COmmission
at its thirty-third sess~

54. Many of those representatives who addressed themselves in general to draft
articles 1 to 26 as finally approved by the OOrrmission at its thirty-third session
congratulated the Commission for having made significant improvements in the text
of th6 articles in the course of the second reading thereof. The rearafted
versions were considered to be an immense improvem~nt over the articles previously
adopted in first reading, the texts having been sUbstantially shortened and
simplified without loss of precision.

55~ Certain representatives, while appreciating the a~aftin9 improvements
incorporated in the text of the draft articles during the second reading,
none the less believed the wording was still too concplex and cumbersome, there was
room left for improvement.

56. Also, certain representatives felt it would be premature to take a position on
dr~ft articles 1 to 26, reserving dl~ right to return to them once the final text
of the draft articles had been submitted"

Article 2. Ose of terms
~~ 1___

57c COmmenting on article 2 in gene~al, one ~epresentative believed that the
special natur~ of relations batween States and international organizations
justifiea the definitions contained in article 2. However, another. representa~ive

urged the Oommission to reassess the use or definition of certain terms in the
draft articles.. Bear.:'ing in mind, in ~he cas~ of intetna'tiohl.ll organizations, the
absence of capacity ~nating· from sovereigntYf the cammission had seen fit to
withhold L~e use of the term n~atificationW from international organizations and to

. use instead the expression "act of formal confirmation If. It should show equal

. caution ~eg&rding the terms "treatyH, ~reservations" and naccession"c It might,
~..owev~l't prove difficult to find acceptable substitute expressi10ns applicable to

i international organizations, but the progressive development of international law
. should not ~ply violating existing precepts.

58. Elaborating furthet with regar~ to the use of the term ~treatyn set out in
.•ubp!t~agraPh 1 J.!J of art.icle 2, the latter representative sa1.d that the term
-treaty" had a well-elltablished maaning in international law~ it referred only to
relations ,~ng states. It had traditional connotation$ pertaining to the
6OV&teignty of States ~hieh ju~tifi~d their capacity to enter into treaties. The
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case of international organizations was different in that that capacityw~s

lacking, even for developed organizations. Although it was true that states
members of some organizations had delegat~d the exercise of sovereignty, so ~ong as
the level of a union o~ ~tates or ~ federation had not been reacbed, the use of the
term "treaty" was, he contended, inappropriate for designating the agreements to
which they were parties. TO his mind, international organizations could be parties
only to "international agreements~, not to be confused with treaties which, unlike
most agreements, were subject to ratification.

59. A few representatives referred to the term Wact of fo~al confi~ation" found
in sUbparagraph 1 (b bis). One representative said he failed to S~~ the need for
this ter.m which appeared awkward and unwieldy in later articles~ such as
article 16. Another representative noted that while it was true tht the term
"ratification" was traditionally reserved for States, that w~~not a compelling
reason for departing from it. He was of the view that in any event the word
"formal" was unnecessary and might create the impression that some special form was
required for the act of consent of an international orqanizabion. Finally, one
representative remarked that the use of the two terms ~ratification" and "act of
formal confirmation N had led to some duplication and had also influenced the
deliberations of the Third united Nations COnference on the LaW of the Sea. It
appeared to his delegation that by the time the articles had been completed and
submitted for consideration at an international conference of plenipotentiaries,
the use of the term "ratification" might pernapG apply equally and 'without
distinction to States and international organizations, just 8S the terms
"acceptance", "approval" or "accession" applied equally t~ both.

60. Reference was also made by some representatives to subparagraph ~-!!)

containing the meaning of the term ainternational organization". Certain
representatives said they endorsed.that definition, which accorded with that of the
Vienna COnvention and, by its flexibility, would help to ensure the ccntinued
applicability of the draft articles in changing international circumstances. It
was deemed important that only intergovernmental organizations should be considered
to be international organizatons for the purposes of. the draft articles, namely,
organizations consisting of groups of GOvernments which alone, to the extent that
they represented their member states, could have competence in regard to the
conclusion of treaties. MOreover, such provisions should be applied with a degree
of flexibility.

61. Certain other representatives suggested that subparagraph 1 (i) required
further consideration. The commission-was urged to specify clearly all the kinds
of organizations which were covered by the term "international organization" in the
draft articles, since that question would affect the drafting and interpretation of
substantive provisions. Failure to differentiate among international organizations
might, it was said, have the effect of vitiating the provisions of any treaty based
upon the draft articles. one repreentative belie\ted that an abstract and general
definition, such as that adopted by the COmmission, was not adequate to dete~ine

the specific legal personality of international organizationse The definition
proposed during the commission's work on the subject of the representation of
states in their relations with international organizations would perhaps constitute
a better point of departure, ne said. .
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62. SUbparagraph 1 (j) ~e1ating to "rules of the organization" was also mentioned
by some representatives. one representative, speaking on behalf of states m~~bers

of a regional economic comuiunity, noted that while subparagraph 1 (j) was a new
provision bycanparison with the Vienna COnvention of 1969, it appeared prudent to
maintain continuity by using a definition of the term "rules of the organization"
whioh was identical with the existing definition of that term set forth in the 1975
Vienna convention on the Representation of states in Their Relations with
International Organizations of a universal Character~ Since the deliberations of
the commission had shown that qualifying the words "decisions and re~olutionsn with
the a~jeotive "relevant" and adding "established" to the words "practice of the
organization" could be interpreted in a restrictive manner, the commentary was
right to make clear that the use of those te~s was not in any way intended to
freeze the practice of an international organization at a particular moment in its
history and that the descriptive terminology chosen by the Comnlission, by includihg
the words "in particUlar", was intended to denote that the set of rules varied from
organization to organization.

63. on the other hand, certain representatives believed that the definition of the
expression "rules of the organization" was too broad and vague. The view was
~aintained that the definition left too much room for interpretation in that its
coverage was not strictly confined to rules recognized by all the member states of
an international organization. FOr example, it implied, in the context of
article 6 of ~e draft, that violation of the sovereign rights of an organization's
member states was not definitely ruled out. since that might ultimately affect an
organization's implementation of a treaty, it was necessary to further qualify the
notion of "practice" in such a way as to eliminate what was referred to in
paragraph (24) of the COlnmentary to article 2 as "uncertain or disputed p~actice".

one way to achieve greater clarity, it was urged, would be to use the phrase
proposed by one Government in its written observations of 1981, namely "the
organization's practice established in accordance with the constituent
instruments". Such a wording in no way precluded the further development of the
treaty~aking capacity of an inte~national organization in accordance with
international law.

A~ti~!!-!. International a2Eeements not within the
~p~ of the present a~ticles

64. some ~epresentative8 supported the revised version of article 3. Its
retention was favoured in the interests of cla~ity and usefulness, despite somewhat
cumbersome drafting. In view of! the increasi.ng1y frequent conclusion of unwritten
agreements, it would be useful to specify the draft ar.tic1es sought to govern only
agreements reflected in signed instruments. Also, the fact wna welcomed tr4t the
terM Hentities" had been replaced by the term "subjecta of international law". The
requir~ment of the generally recognized principle ~lat international agreements
could only be concluded between SUbjects of intern~tional law had thus been met.
one representative stressed that his delegation natural.ly construed the phrase
·8ubje~ts (.)f international law ot:h~r than States or international organizations If as
referring in particular to entities of public international law which had proved
their capacity to contract obligations and to honour those obligations, narn9ly
national liberation movQments, and his delegation was surprised that such an
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tdentification, which was already recognized in humanitariah law, was not mentioned
in the commentary.

65. Certain representatives urged that greater efforts be made towards
simplification of the drafting. One representative noted that the Special
Rapporteur. had made an effort at s~plification by proposing in his report a
wording to the effect that the draft articles did not apply to "international
agreements concluded between, on the one hand, one or more states and one or more
international organiz.ations and, on the other hand, one or more entities other than
States or international organizations". The wording was still somewhat heavy but
it conveyed the same idea in a shorter form. with the replacement of the word
"entities" by the words "subjects of international law" in the revised commission
text, the Special Rapporteur's version seemed better than the commission's text.
~he scope of the draft articles in their entirety was clearly enunciated in
article 1. COnsequently there seemed to be no need to burden the text by
constantly repeating that description. In his view, article 3 could simply say
that the draft articles did not apply to "treaties to which one or more subjects of
international law other than states or international organizations were parties".
Another representative wondered whether a simpler and clearer solution to the
present text of article 3 might not be to state briefly that only agreements
concluded between states and international organizations or between two or more
international organizations were subject t~ the draft articles.

Article 4. NOn-retroactivity of the present articles

66. one representative held the view that it was not ne~~ssary to refer, in
article 4, to the principle of non-retroactivity, which was ~ basic rule of general
treaty law.

Article 5. Treaties constituting international organizations and
treaties adopted within an in~ational or9ani~ation

67. Certnin representatives noted that a new article 5, paralleling the
corresponding provision of the 19S9 Vienna COnvention on the Law of Treaties had
been added to the draft atticles in second reading and deeme~ the'addition to be an,
important one. some doubts, howevet, as to the advisability of incorporating that
artiole were expressed by certain representatives. While it was not impossible
that in the future an international organization would partioipate in a treaty
creating another organization~ that possibility did not imply that such a case
would require the adoption of a separate provision. In addition, it was maintained
that there was no need for article 5 in so f~r as constituent instruments of
intern&tionml organizations were covered by the Vienna convention. The same was
true of treaties adopted within an international organization, such as those
adopted by the General ASsembly of the united Nations.

/ ...
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Part 11. fbnclusion and entry into force of treaties

68e one representative spoke in terms which appeared to relate to part 11 of the
dr&ft as a whole. He remarked that there semned to be a sharp difference of view
concerning the mode and effects of consent to treaties on the part of an
international organization. His delegation suggested, with a view to an eventual
compromise, and to the possible accessipn of the EUropean Economic COmmunity to the
future convention on the law of the sea, that international organizations wishing
to become p&rties to treaties in accordance with draft articles 6 and 7 should
SUbmit, if possible during the negotiations and in any case no later than the time
of confirmation, either extracts of the text of their statutes, or a statement by a
competent organ describing the established practice in the matter of their
COMpetence and procedures. That solution would obviate not only repeated questions
and explanations, but also the atmosphere of uncertainty which seemed to prevail
sa~etimes in the minds of potential states parties to the same treaty. His
delegation would have no objection to the establishment of confirmation of the
consent of an international organization to be bound by a treaty (article 14) more
on the lines of the ratification of a treaty by a state. Thus it was preferred
that that confirmation be issued, unless the constitutional instrument of an
international organization stipulated otherwise, by an organ made up of States
competent to deal with the organization's external relations. The same would apply
to reservations and objections formulated by an international organization under
articles 19 and 20. If those changes were accepted there would be a double
Eene~!t: the other parties to the same treaty would then know that the text was
indeed governed by rules of international law, in accordance with the definition of
a tlCeaty in article 2, sUbparagraph 1 (a) of the draft, and moreover, the adoption
of ~t:hat solution would facilitate future discussion about the legal effects on the
staites members of international organizations of treaties concluded by such
organizations, a question which seemed to have led to sharp divisions of opinion.

section 1. Conclusion of treaties

69 41 As to the drafting of certain articles found in section 1 of part 11 of the
drcnft, certain representatives believed that there was room for simplificatioi'lf in
se'\lteral articles in that section. Articles 10, 11, 12, 14 and 16 all contained
ser~rate paragraphs concerning expression of consent in the case of treaties
between states and international organizations and the case of treaties between
international organizations. It was suggested that in all those articles,
paragraphs 1 and 2 could be combined, as had been done in other articles of the
same section, such as articles 13 and 17.

Article 6. Capacity of international organiza~ons

to conclude treaties. .
70. Most representatives who referred to draft article 6 noted its great
importance and significance in the draft. some representatives believed it
reflected the balance which the commission had attempted to strike between
diffetentschools of thought concerning international organizations. The
compromise solution arrived at in aTticle 6 was deemed fair and capable of
attracting universal acceptance.

I
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71. According to one representative, article 6 represented a good compromise
between the view that the capacity ot an international organization to conclude
treaties should be based on on its constituent instrument and the view that that
capaGity should be based on international law in general. However another
representative did not believe that the wording of article G totally precluded the
application of international law to the question of the capacity of an
international organization to conclude treaties. In fact customary ihternational
law would apply to that question even if it had not been incorporated into "the
relevant rules of the organization".

72. Certain representatives emphasized that article 6, which was to be read in
close relation to the definition contained in article 2, subparagraph 1 (j), was
accepted since it also contained the adjective "relevant" in relation to the rules
of an organization. furthermore, it was urged that a broad interpretaton should be
giv9n to the words "relevant rules". otherwise, there might be a risk of
disregarding the implicit powers enjoyed by an international organization, and a
large number of treaties to which international organizations whose statutes did
not confer on ~lem specific powers with regard to the conclusion of treaties were
parties would be invalid, because those organizations would have exceeded their
contractual capacity. The implicit powers of an international organization were
determined, unquestionably, by the criterion of necessity.

73. on the other hand, doubts were expressed' by some representatives concerning
the present formulation of article 6. The reference in that article to the
"relevant rUles of the organization" as a source of an organization's capacity to
conclude treaties might cause practical difficulties, it was said~ only a
relatively limited number of constituent instruments of international organizations
were applicable in such a context, in conttast to the considerable number of
agreements concluded by international organizations. It would be useful to specify
the situation which would arise when the relevant rules of an international
organization were silent as to the organization's capacity to conclude treaties.

74. one representative recalled that article 2 did not contain any definition of
the expression "relevant rUles of ~le organization". He stressed that if that
concept was interpreted in the light of the definition of the rules of the
organization contained in article 2, subparagraph 1 (j), one reached a conclusion
that was difficult to accept, namely, that the "rele~ant ru1es" mentioned in
article 6 and in other of the draft articles might also be rooted in the
"established practice" of the organization. His delegation considered that, in the
absence of more precise elements in article 2, the capacity of the organization to
conclude international treaties shOUld be governed by its constituent instrument or
conventional or other instruments accepted by all its member states, which
established the powers of the organization i~ its specific area of activity.

75. Finally, certain representatives remarked that; article 6 provided only a
partial res,ponse to the question concecning the possible incompatibility of
commitments made on the same SUbject by states as such and by an international
organization on behalf of its member states. Nevertheless, according to one
representative, it was clear that an international organization could only bind a
member State if its statute so provided or if the State expressly accepted the
commitment in question. In that'connexion, another representative stressed that in
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a treaty between states and international organizations, the most important element
was the cClftlpetence of such organizations in the sUbject-matter of the treaty and
tbait: related capacity to conclude such a treaty. Where such competence of an
international organization was not exclusive, so that treaties might be concluded
in the s~e subject-matter both by that organization and by its member states, or
where the ccmpetence varied and grew with the passage of time, relations between
state. and illternational organizations as partiea to a common treaty could become
unclear and troublesome. Where the common treaty established an international
institution, it might also be necessary to avoid duplication or plural
~epre••ntation. such matters were currently under negotiation at the Third U~ited

Nations COnference on the Law of the sea. Draft article 6, which provided that the
capacity of an international organization to conclude treaties was governed by ~le

relevant rules of that organization, and the definition of "rules of the
organization" in article 2, sUbparagraph I (j), might need to be modified to ensure
that changes in the capacity and competence of an international organization after
the conclusion of a treaty did not affect the scope of the treaty relations between
the parties without their express consent.

Article 1. FUll P9wers and powers

76. A few representatives made favourable remarks with regard to article 70 It
was noted with satisfaction that article 7 had been retaine~ in the interests of
clarity, despite cumbersome drafting. It was also stated I in article 1, the
commi8sion had demonstrated realism and flexibility by Pl ,~ng that certain
persons, in virtue of their official capacity and functions, had powers~ even
though the basic principle embodied in the article was ~~at every representative
must prove that he was authorized to act on behalf of the organization whose
representative he clatmed to be, for the purpose of validly communicating the
consent of the organization.

71. ether representatives, however, were of the view that article 7 could be
turther tefined and clarifiedo it did not seem necessary, it was maintained, to
create new fiotions in article 7 to designate the full powers of international
or9ani~ations, nor was it neceasary to maintain separate but repetitious
para9~apb8. ItW8S furthermore observed that distinctions made by the commission,
inter alia, between "full powers" and "powers" had led not only to duplication in
€he draf~but had also influenced the deliberations of the Third united Nations
o>nference on the Law of the sea. It was suggested that by the ttme the present
articles had been completed and submitted for consideration, the use of such a ternt
a8 "full powers" might perhaps apply equally and without distinction to States and
international organizations.

78. In the view of one representative, article 7 was not entirely satisfactory
becuaae it dealt with a sphere in which the method of seeking symmetry with the
1969 Vienna convention on the Law of Treaties was inappropriate. ouring the debate
in the sixth committee which had preceded the adoption of the 1969 Vienna
convention, his delegation had stressed the principle that the will of a state
expre.sed by or it. consent to b6 bound by a treaty and conceived of as its real
will. was regulated solely by constitutional law, for that reason, he had firmly
oppoaed the wording of what was to 'becane article 7 of the Vienna Convention
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because it made no reference to int.ernal constit.utional law. SUbsequent.ly, the
situat.ion had been clarified and regularized by the inclusion of article 46, and
the interpretation of the two articles read in conjunction w1 tb each other had
allayed his concern. The principle of good faitll was fundamental t.o int.ernational
relations and in certain conditions, as was clear from article 46 of the
1969 Vienna Convention, a State remained bound by a treaty even When its organs, in
expressing consent to be bound by it, had violated its constitution and exceeded
their competence. On t.he other hand, the same logic could not be applied to
international organizations Which, while sUbjects of international law, were
fundamentally different from States in that all aspects of their operation were
regulated by international law. Consequently, BUbparagraIils 3 (b) and 4 (b) of
draft article 7, should be reworded, they lacked the precision of a~ticle 7,
sUbparagraph 1 (b), of the 1969 Vienna Cbnvention, were not fully understandable
and might be incompatible with the concept of "rules of t.he organiztion" as
embodied in article 2, subparagraph 1 (j) of the draft. Q1e posstble solution
would be to reword the beginning of the two paragraph$ to read "it appears from the
practice of the organization or from other relevant circumstances •••"
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Article 8. Subsequent confirmation of an act
performed without authorization

7 9. One representative observed that. artic.~le·8, which allowed for the subsequent
confirmation of an act performed without authorization, had the effect of
consolidating sit.uations created in good fait.h.

Article 9. Adopt.ion of the f:ext

80. Reference was made by some representatives to paragraph 2 of article 2.
Attention was drawn t.o the situation of an organization such as the l!:uropean
Economic Community. Speaking on behalf of the members of that Community, one
represent.ative stressed that the Community's relationship with its member States
was one of "mixed competence", a legal situation cl!llling for participation by the
Community as a full participatingpart.ner in an international c~nference oonvened
for the purpose of est.ablishing a treaty on matters within itfJ competenoeu in some
cases the Communit.y had competences which excluded those of its member Sblt9S,
while in others it shared competences with those States. That. situation sbould be
kept in mind, he urged, when the provisions contained in article 9, paragraph 2,
providing organizations with the possibility of participating in an international
conference in the same capacity and under the same rules as a partieipating State,
were finalized. In any event, in the Community's view it was inadequate. aB
indicated in the commentary to article 9, paragraph 2, that it-should be left t.o
states in each case to decide whether an internAtional organization oould
participate in an int.ernationa,l conference convened for the purpos of adopting a
treaty.

I.".

81$ Another tepresentative remarked that the provision proposed in article 9,
paragraph 2, conce~ning the adoption of the te2tt. of a treaty was based on the
corresponding provision of the Vienna convention. BOwev&r, when the text of a
treaty \!Ias considered for PUrpofJ8S of adopt.ion at an int.ernational confet900e, with.
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th_ p~u:tioi~tlonof international organlzations, the application of the two thirds
llajorit.y J:ule might placet Cl State in a paradoxical situation, because it t10uld be
partioipting in the conference nomine propeio, on the one hand, and as a State
J1Gaber of th. organization on the other. aetconsideration of artlcle 9,
paragraph 2, was therefore necessary in order to ensure concordance between the
po.i~lon of the organization and that of it.s member St.ates.

82. '1nal1y, one rtpresentat.ive said that. no justification had been given in the
CORIMntary for the pro.vision in paragraph 2 that the adoption of the text of a
treaty in th~ oircumstances envisaged should be by a two thirds majority~

Article 10. Authentication of the t.ext

93. One rep(.s~ntative qu~stioned the usefulness of the freedom gi~en in
article 10, su~ra9raphs 1 (a) 8.nd 2 (a), "i·th regard to the authentication of the
text of a treaty concluded between St.ates and international organizations or
betwe,n international organizations. ~cordin9 to almost universal practice, the
text of a treaty became definitive as soon as it was signed, signed ad referendum
or initialled by the representatives of the entities that had negotiated it.

Article 11. Means of exeressing consent to be bound by a treaty

94. Article 11 was deemed by one representative to be of minor interest, since it
merely adapted to th~ situation of international organizations ta'1e means of
expces8ing consent to be bound by a treaty already available to States under tho
Vienna convention.

Article 17. COnsent to be bound by part of a treaty
and choice of differing provisions

85. It was eaid by one representative that article 17 did not specify what
majorit.y of the other co~tracting States or the other contracting international
organiz8I,tiona was reqUired for consent to be gb:en to a State or organization to be
bound by only one part of a treaty. 'lbe question W21S whether consent should be
given unanimously, by a simple majority or by a two thirds majority.

section 2. Re8ervation~

96c Referring in general to section 2 of part II of the draft articles, on the
qUe.tion of reservations, a number of represQntativ~snoted with satisfaction the
changes made by the COminlssion in the course of its second reading of the draft
articl•• _king up that section (arts. 19 to 25). A very marked improvement had
been mado, it waS said. The new versions of the articles of this section were
vi.w.a aa responsive to various commentE and views of Governments.

87. Certain repeesentative. welcomed the adoption by the Commission of the
.owe.lled Mliberal systemMfor rQ.et~ations by international organizations as well
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as by states. Certain other representatives, however, believed,that the main
drawback of the articles in their original fo~ had been that theyacco~ded the
same status to statas and tQ international or9ani~ations in the procedure regarding
reservations, an approach which had been rightly oriticized by many delegations.
The new text had eliminated that shortcoming by establishing the rule that an
international organization could fo~ulate reservations on the S~le basis AS a
state, but that partioular rules applied in respect of the procedure for acceptance
of and objection to reservations. The issue was not the reservation itself but th6
circumstances and juridical consequences of its aaoptlon or of an objection to it.

es.. on the other hand, doubts were expressed ooncerning the draft at'tic'.oa
containad in section 1 of pArt II. One representative strossed that the practice
of international organizations with regard to reservations was minimal, and the
example$ adduced by the commission were not typical. In first reading, the
Commission had set fotth two different principles in respeot of reservations, it
had given up that approach in second reading and had applied instead tho gene£al
principle of freedom to fo~ulate reservations. The validity of that approach
required further stUdy. Another representative considered that the text of the
relevant articles was too restricted. It tended to impose l~nitations on states in
the exercise of their right to formulate reservations. That :ight was the very
expression of state soverei9nty~ His delegation therefore considered that the
words "the state may fo~ulate a reservation" should be replaced by the words "a
state has the right to formulate reservations~ and that articles 20 to 23 should ha
amended accordingly.

£$9. Finally, it was observed '~~hat, like the corresponding articles af the
1969 Vienna COnvention, the articles of this sectiOn left open the question of the
admissibility of reeervations to bilateral treaties: however, a strict
interptetatiou of the convention would seem. to in~ioate that such i:eBervation~ were
acceptable.

Art.icle 19. FOrmulat:ioi'i of reservationsf • __

90. Some representatives who referred specifically to article 19 welcomed the new
version of the artiole. one repreaentative deemed it to be extr~ely satisfactory,
the solution which had been found waB simpl(: and legally viable. Thus, t.he freedom
to formulate r~servations ~hich was accorded to Stat68 was extended to
internation~l organizations, subject, of course, to th~ provisions laid down in tbe
matter for states in the Vienna convention.

91. cne representative remarked that in deciding on second reading not to maintain
the previouslY' adophtd article 19 2!!., paragraph 2, the Commission seemed to have
taken the visw that if the participation of an international organisation was
essflntia1 to t.he objfK:t and purpoAe of a treat.y (as in th... case in which the treaty
gave the organization supervisory functional, any reDet~ation formulatea by the
international crgani.ation would in faat be a re~ervetion ir~ompatible with the
object and purpoa. of the tr~aty~ aia delegation bad consistently expressed the
opinion that the draft. articles should be as concitSe as polIllSible, but in that
part.icular instance, it was not entirely convinced that the deletion ()f the
paragraph was justified. mt case contemplated therein had a certainialportance,
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~nd the provision, without in any way ha~ing international organizations, woula
__ke .~plicit to States a*guarantee which was only tmplied in the current araft.
Mf.r a. tile dt'afting was concern.a, big aeleg"tion not.ed tb{\t paragraphs 1 and 2
o~ article 19 were practically identical, except that paragraph 1 refetred to
Stat.. ~n4 paragraph 2 to international organiZAtions and paragraph 1 used the word
-ratifying" ana paragraph 2 the expression wfo~ally confi~ing". His delegation
oon.ia.red that the two paragraphs of article 19 could be merged to fo~ a single
paragraph. •

92. Doubts ~ere expressed by another representative who also emphasized that as
Stat•• were .av.reign entities and could not be assimilated to international
organization., the for,mulation of reservations should not be id~nticftl in the case
of treatie. conclUded between state. and in the c.ase of treatiesi to which
inte.national organizations were parties, The desire to simplify the wording of
artiole 19 should not obscure the basio difference in nature ~tween States and
international organi~ationa.

Article 20. ~o.ptance of and objection to reservations
•

93. several repre.entatives supported the revised text of atticle 20 as adopted in
aecond reading, welcoming in particular the mann~r in which the question of tacit
acceptance by international organi~ationaof reservations was dealt with. one
repr••entative str.ssed that it was not petmissible to establish a rule that a
reservation shoUld be considered as having been tacitly accspted by an
international organization if it had raised no objections within a given period,
since the cOMpetent body of thQ international or9~nizationmust be apprised of the
reservAtion and aust take a decision on it. once the decision had been taken ~
the r~ired number of votes, it must be brought to the attention of theparey
which had entered the reservation. Moreover, since tba competent bn~ie8 of
inte~national organi~ations did not all hald their sessions at equivalent
interval., it would be difficUlt to establish ~ uniform ttme-limit for their
acceptanoe of r~s.rvations, as recognized by the new fo~ulation of draft
artiole 20. AnOther .repreaentative, apeaking on behalf of members of a regional
ooo~ic community, welCOMed the fact that the ~is8ion had .aintainad the e~&ct

wording of the Vienna c»nvention with regar.! to paragraph 4 of artiole 20,
retaining ffJr stateaa specified period for .reaction of ~2I1Ontbs. The draft
artiole did not apec!fY the consequence. for an international organization which
was .. contracting party t.o a treaty and did not react within the specified perioch
the que.tion of wbeth6r it waa nece.sary to grant international cr;&ni=~tions a
longe... tiae period than St6te. could be left to ~ solved by the practice whiob
would • ..,.>1"., ". suggeat«td in the ():)Iaission' 8 cClEentary.

94.. certain tep.l:(,.entative..,. however, favoured extending to international
organia.tlona th& po••ibility of tacit acceptance of reservations as had been
provided in the text of atticle20 bA. adopttd by the commis.ion in first reading.
It vas recalled that in it. 1956 r.port the cc.ais.lon had ~.ferred to the .
principle in question in ita c~nta on article 17, paragraph 5, of the draft
artiol•• on the law of treaties but bad not c.U.8CualH4 the rationale for the rUle.
Th.-justiftcation for the .tule appeared .. to r.lat. to th. level of organisation
.~t.a to exist in at state. All u.ny intergovernra4tntal organizations were highly
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organized, it was believed that further consideration should be given to the
extension to international o:ganizationa of the rule of tacit aeceptance of
reservations.

95. One rep.tesentative referred to paragraPh 2 of article 20, questioning how far
that provision took account of existing pcactice. Moreover, the hypothesis
menti~ned in the draft articles, namely, the case where the p~rticipationof an
international organization was essential for tho object and pUCiPQse of a treaty,
might arouse serious controversies. His delegation pointed out further that
situations of the type envisaged in that par&~raph co.nstituted except.ioils which
came under the particular rules of the treaties in question.

96. A number of representatives noted that draft article 20 did not contain a
provision corresponding to paragraph 3 of article 20 of the Vienna Convention. It
was stated that the decision to include in the new dr$.ft;!rtJ,cle 5 provisions
identical with article 5 of the Vienna Convention, thus bringing the constituent
ir»struments of organizations of which at least one member was another international
organization within the scope of the draft articles, made it logical to cover alao
the situation dealt with in article 20, paragraph 3, of the Vienna Cbnvention
concerning acceptance by the competent organ of an international organization in
circumstances where another international organization made a reservation to the
constituent instrument establishing the firs~entioned international
organization. Q'le rep!:esentative said that that omie.s;.or. seemed strange. It waB
certainly not excluded that an international organization, e.g. a regional
organization, could become a party to an international treaty such 8fJ a
quasi-universal treaty which was also the constituent instrument of another
international organization. If then the regional organization, or for that matter
a Btate, which wished to become a party to that universal tr.eaty intended to enter
a ):{u13ervation, there was no reason for not applying the rUle that such reservations
reqt.,ired the acceptance of the competent organ of the universal organization of
whicb the universal treaty was the constituent instrument. 'Ille requiroment that a
collective deoision be taken on the acceptability of a specifio reservation enteted
by a prospective member was equally valid whether. that prospective member was a
state or an international Olrg anization.

97. h::cording to another repcesentati.ve, some doubts remained with regard to the
relationship between revised article 20 and new article 5 of the draft.

Artiole 25. ,Fr0v!'!,i..onal aPRlication

98. It was observed by one reJ;t'esentative that the idea of provisional. application
of treaties, dealt with in article 25, had already been resisted at the Ministerial
COnference held at Banjul in 1,981 for the purpose of elaborating the African
Olart.er on 1lJman and Peoples' Rights~ several delegationl'8 at that Conferenoe had
taken thl! view that t.he arbitration and mediation commission referred to in the
draft Qlarter should not be erJtablish6d before the Chaarter entered into force.
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Atticle 26. E!w~~ sunt servanda

99.. Those representatives who referred to draft article 26 stressed its importance
and the fact that it reproduced th':? corresponding provision of the Vienna
Coavention on the Law of Treaties. One representative emphasized that article 26
embodied a principle on which the very foundations of international life were
based. Haweveri it would be advisable to envisage a time when greater emphasis
could be placed on such a principle. Times were changing rapidly and the need f'or
peace, progress, justice, fraternity and solidarity was becoming more pressing. If
international law WaS duly respected, thQre would be a greater hope of attaining
those goals. One obstacle which arose in that connexion was the widespread idea
that ratification of a treaty' hy a legislature was not enough to ensure its
application within the State concerned. Clearly, a treaty which had not been
implemented in/~rnally was simply a tr.eety which had not entered into force. It
would therefore be an extraordinary event were the international community one day
to accept the ~orollary of the pacta, aunt ser~anda principle, namely, that every
tteaty in force must be observed by the organs of the State, whether judicial,
administrative or even legislative.

(b) Articles 27 to 80 and annex adopt~d in fAill:.,.!,adill'il by the
Commission at its twenty-n inth to thirty-se~ond s~ssions

100. A number of representatives referl'·~d to the dll.'aft articlelEl on the topic which
were adopted by the CommissiOn in first reading at previous sessions but which have
yet to be approved in second reading. In that connexion, reference was made to the
';jIritten comment.s of Governments submitted to the Commissioln and relating to draft
a~tielea not yet adopted in final form.

101. It was observed that in the course of the second reading the Commission would
once more be faced with acme in'cl:icate questions arising from the peculiarities of
international organizati,ons as contracting parties to treatie$, and from the
differelit posit:ion of such organizations before t:ne Internatiot.\al Court of
Justice.. It was imperative, one rel:Xesentative st~essed, to put international
organigations, as far as the sUbject-matter warrarated, on t..ne same footing as
States in respect of the conclusion and implementation of tte&ties.

Part Ill. Observance, application and int~erpretationof treaties

102. Q'le representative made general remarks on. p.art III of the draft on
"Observance, application and interpretation of treaties", which constituted the
next stage of the Commission's worl"... on the top1i.c. He asked whether all the rules
of the Vienna Conventic-:.a on the Law of 'l'J:eati~s could be applied to an
international organization par.ticipating in a treaty. There seemed to be no reason
to interpret treaties differently according to the status of the parties. There
V/treE however, a nUmber of other points on whic..'l the analogous application of the
Vienna rUles to international ot'ganizationsmight create problems with respect to
the coexistence of "sovereign member States and the international organization to
wbich they bttlonged. Some of the Vienna rules were obViously based on the
$ssumption that a State was either a party to a treaty or a third State. Could
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such a simple and sharp distinction be applied to treaties to wh~ch both an
international organization and the States of that organization were parties?
Alternatively, should it be affirmed that, in respect of a treaty in which an
irlternational organization participated, the member States of the latter were
neither parties nor third States? His delegation was inclined to the latter view,
but was fully aware that such a solution was not fully adequate to the problems
iml'olved.

I

I
I
I

103. For the same representative, there were in any case reasons for doubting the
applicability of articles 34 to 38 of the Vienna Convention, which related to
treaties and third States. The main point of difference was that, in the case of.a
treaty between States, rights and obligations of third States were derived from the
treaty itself, whereas in the case of a treaty in whi.ch an international
organization participated there was an additional factor to be taken into account,
namely, the treaty governing the international organization itself. If the member
States of an organization had rights and obligations under a treaty in which the
organization itself participated, those rights and obligations were held by them as
members rather than as States, a circumstance which would seem to exclude !....E!'.!.ori
the direct application of the rules laid down in articles 34 to 38 of the Vienna
Convention.

104. This representative said that a comparable issue arose in connexion with
article 29 of the Vienna COnvention, which dealt \'1ith the so-called "territorial
scoPe" of treaties. Since an international organization obviously did not normally
have "territory~, the te~t adopted by the Commission in first reading reproduced
article 29 of the Vienna Convention only in respect of a State party to a
convention in which an international organization participated.

105. A further question, he said, was whether a treaty in which an international
organization participated would create rights and obligations for that organization
in respect of only some of its member States. The question was of more than merely
theoretical concern, and was the SUbject of very active discussion in the 'lhird
United Na tions Conference on the Law of the Sea. Once again, it appeared that the
issue was one which could be resolved within the treaty itself rather than one for
which a 9 eneral or even residual rule could be established.

106. Finally" the sharp dichotomy between States parties to a treaty and third
States ''las, he maintained, also at the basis of .!u:tic,le 30 of the Vienna
Convention, which dealt with the application of successive treaties relating to the
same subject-matter. In first reading the Commission had adopted an article
~~elled on the Vienna Convention because the "successive treaties~ were all
treaties in which an international organization participa~ed. The additional
problems arising from the relationship between such tleaties and treaties between
States, one or more of which happened to be members of an international
organization, were not such as to cllll for the elaboration Qf general rUles.
Indeed, it might be wise to leave tHe negotiators of a particular treaty free to
address the question and to find a solution without being forced to do so by a
residual rule.
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Atticle 27. Internal law of a State, rules of an international
2r2!nizati2n and observance of treat~es

107. According to one re~esentative, the essential issue regarding article 27 (as
well as art. 36 bis) was how to deal with the structural difference between' a State
and an international organization as subjects of international law.

l\rticle 36 bis. Effects of a treaty to which an internationa~,

organization is party with respect to third
ELtates members of that organization

lOSe SOme representatives ment~oned the importance of draft article 36 bis and its_...---
contemporary relevance to the negotiations being held within the Third united
Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea. The achievements of. the thirty-third
session'of the Commission had laid a good foundation, it was said, for the solution
of other problems relating to the draft articles, in particular in respe~t of
article. 36 f:!!.!

109. COmments relevant to article 36 bis were made by some repr~sentatives in
connexion with other articles or sections of the draft (s.~e paras. 68, 75 and
103-106 above) •

~art. Y. !nvaliditt, terndnat!gn and sUsPension qf the
gperation of treaties

110. o>ncerning part V of the draft, one representat;.ive held the view that, with
regard to treaties to which international organizations were party, there was no
reason to apply a regime different from the Vienna Convention with regard to
invalidity, in the cas~, for example, where such treaties conflicted with a
peremptory norm of general international law. It was pointed out that the Vienna
Convention 4id not necessarily rule out the application to other treaties of the
criteria set forth in its articles 53 and 64, in addition to those already
exptessly provided for in article~, subparagraph 1 (a) and article 3 (b). TbG
invalidity of international agreements conflicting with jus cogens had derived from
international law, and it was thus possible to apply that norm to treaties that
were not expressly mentioned in the Vienna Convention. O:>nsequently, nothing
prevented the consid~rationof treaties between States and international
oEganintions and treaties between -international organisations -wbioh conflicted
with certain principles of jus cogens as invalid. Bis delegation believed that
that invalidity might be invoked by States and by all international organizations.
~lfttive invalidity could be invoked only by the injured State or international
oxganization. With regard to the termination of a tE'eaty owing to the supervention
of a new peremptory norm of international law, the reg iDle to be applied to treaties
tMtween States and international organizations and between international
organizations might be the same as that provided for by the Vienna COnvention.
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c. State responsibility (part 2 of the draft articles)

1. Comments on part 2 as a whole

i',
H
U

•

111. several reptesentatives who spoke on the topic emphasized the fact that, in
its present efforts towards preparing part 2 of the draft articles dealing with the
content, forms and degrees of international responsibility, the COmmission should
take due account of the relevant provisions of part 1 of tha draft articles it has
already adopted. Part 1, as may be recalled, is concerned with determining on whc'
gounds and under what circumstances a State may be hel.d to have committed an
internationally wrongful act which, as such, is a source of international
responsibility.

112. cert~in reptesentatives pointed out that in part 1 of the draft, it had been
possible for the Commission to formulate abstract secondary rules which coul.d in
principle apply irrespective of the nature or content of the international
obligation breached or of the serio\\sness of that breach. In )?slrt 2 of the draft,
however, it would be unavoidable to have regard to those factors, since thGY would
particularly determine the redress due to an injured State. ~e view ~Jat the
Commis~ionmight need to look at some of the provisions of pdrt 1 of the draft in
its present work en part 2 was thus generally i;lhared. It was observed, for
example, that there was a clear link between article 5 proposed by the Speci51
Rapporteur in his second report, and article 22 of part 1 on the question of .
exhaustion of local remedies. In further recogniti.on of this particular example,
another t'epresentative observed that article 22 of part lof the draft articles as
adopted by the Commission not only envisaged an obligation of the alien concerned
to exhaust local remedies, but also envisa.g~d that through those remedies the alien
c:cncerned might obtain an equivalent treatment whicbagain might clearly be a
treatment which was not a complete re-esta'blishmen t of the situation as it existed
before the breach. Thus, it would rather appear that the reference to article 22
of part 1 in draft articles 4 and 5 of part 2 proposed by the Special Rapporteur
had no other purpose than to make clear that in the cases mentioned in article 22
of part 1 the initiative of applying such local remedies should rest with the
injured individual concerned.

113. Recognizing the difficult problems of methodology faced by the Commission in
its preparation of part 2 of the draft articles, certain representatives commended
the Special RapPGrteur, Mr. Willem Riphagen, for the two reports in which he
presented a useful conceptual apptoach for assisting the COmmission in its present
work on the topic. He was cormnended for his first rep..~rt (A!CN.4/330) in which 'he
identified three parametersl the first parameter is th" new obligation of a State
whose act is internationally wrongful, the second being ,the hew right of the
"injured" States, and the third one being the position of the iithird~ State in
respect of the situation crea1:ed by t.he internationally wrongful act. A nUmber of
representatives further found. useful the discussion 'by the Special Rapporteur of
the fir st parameter mentioned above which was the main SUbject of his second report:
(A!CN.4/344 and Oorr.l (English on~y) and 2).

114. In thu opinion of one rep:esentative, however, the Special Rapporteur's
second report was not in strict.conformity with its announced .intention of
presenting a clear plan of work. Be noted that although the second part of the
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report was indeed entitled "'1be first parameter, the new obligation of the State
whose act is internationally wrongful-, and five draft articles were presented
under the heading, only two of those proposed draft articles dealt with the first
parameter. 'l'he representative further observed that, throughou t the text of the
report, and particularly in sections Band C, references were made to a plan of
work for paJ:t 2 of the draft articles, yet, no such plan of work was offered in the
report. Thus, the consideration of part 2 was made difficult by the format of the
report itself. !t seemed obvious to this representative that the task of the .
Commission in preparing part 2 of the draft would be far easier if some basic
questions Werl!) clarified by a careful consideration of a plan of wor k. He noted
that the Speci,al Rapporteur had however suggested that part 2 of the draft articles
should begin with a number of "general principles· or "preliminary rules" following
~le procedure already adopted in part 1. He further observed that the Special
Rapporteur bad also proposed three articles to be inserted in a special chapter
under the heading "general principles", one of which (art. 2) would indicate the
residual nature of the rules On eontent, forms and degrees of State responsibility
set forth in part 2 of the draft, while the other two articles (aris. 1 and 3)
would affirm 'that certain rights and obligations of a State would not be affect·ed
by the breach of an international obligation attributed to that State•

•

115. Atlother representative pninted ou t the fact the the Commission had indeed
realized the inherent difficulties of the ~opic and that it had in effect adopted,
at least ~ovisionally, a plan of work under which p3rt 2 of the draft articles
would be divided into three sections, he explained that the three sections were to
deal r~spectivelywi th the new obligations of the author State, which could equally
well b~. formulated in terms of what the insured State had, the right to demand from
that S1::ate, the new rights of the injured State or what action it was entitled to
take, I;»ossibly in deviation from its obligations towarda the author State, and the
legal position, new rights and possibly even new obligations of third States in
terms of remedying the wrongful situation created by the breach. In all the three
sections, he further stressed, rights and obligations were closely interlinked, as
they were in the so-called "primary" rules. '!bus, in those circumstances, there
might be merit in establishing a framework for all the t.'lree sections as a reminder
to the reader of the individual articles that wherever rUles were contained in
those articles, the ociginal primary obligation remained - an obligation that the
state injured by 'the breach was not completely£ree to respond as it thought fit,
and that there were specie"" regimes. It was the view of ~i8 representative that,
where to set forth such a f~amework, and the drafting of the relevant articles,
were matters that the OOmmisgion would have to discuss.

l

116. General comments on the set of draft articles 1 to 5 proposed by the Special
Rapporteur ranged from those which found the first three to be relevant and the
last two defective to those which pointed out various ways by which the articles
could be im~oved.

117. 'ltlus, one rep:esentative exprefilsed the view that, since "cco1'41ng to the
,p:opoaed article 1, the breach of an international obligation by a State did not as
such, and for that State, affect the force of that obligation, and that the
,propos~d article 3 ·a180 provided. that the breaot' of an international obligation did
not in itself depcive that State of its right under international law, the two
!!lrticlea, placed at the vety beginning of part 2 of the draft, gave the imptession
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tha t undue attention war; being paid to the interests of the State that bad breached
an obligation"

118. Several representatives expressed a similar view and suggested that the
form&'C of part 2 be changed so as to deal wi th the obligations of a 'State which
has cOn\mitted an international wrongful act from the standpoint of the rishi:s of
the injured State rather than from the perspective of the rights of the "author"
State. other representatives, however, found articles 1 and 3 as proposed by the
Special Rapporteur, to provide acceptable, general pinciples covering all the three
parameters and that they were intended as a link between the articles in part 1 and
those to be included in part 2. According to this view, the philosophy reflected
in draft articles 1 to 3 was commendable and was conducive to the progressive
development of international law in that area. Indeed one representative was of
the opinion that the provisions in articles land 3 were not intended to protect
the author State, but to introduce the element of proportionality in the relations
between a wrongful act and the response thereto.

119. Articles 4 and 5 proposed by the Special Rapporteur to deal with various
obligations of the author State provided, in the view of one representative, an
example of a basic differentiation which must be made according to the nature of
the international obligation breached. Thus, in draft articles 4 and 5 a
differentiation was made with regard to the obligation of the "author State to
re-est.ablish the situation as it existed before the breach. Dealing with the
question of treatment of aliens in draft articles 4 and 5 of part 2 was viewed
differently by one repcesentative who could not support proposals aimed at
extending the scope of State responsibility to include relations with alien natural
or juridical persons. The same representative did not also agree that the t'ight of
option wi th regard to the forms of compensation should be accorded to a State which
breached an obligation and not to the injured State.

120. But it was the view of other representatives that the question of the scope
of State responsibility was already covered and reflected in the different regimes
relat;.ng to the legal consequences of a breach of an international obligation dealt
with in part 1 of the draft articles. It was pointed out that several articles of
part 1, notably article 19 dealt with international crimes and international
derelicts, while article 22 dealt with international obligations concerning the
treatment of aliens. It was th,ereforE= logical, in the view of several
representatives fo.r articles 4 and 5, of part 2, proposed by the Special
Rapporteur, to deal as appropriate with the question of treatment of aliens. '!bus,
~ne ·rept-esentativeobser-ved that in part 2, it might be necessary to take into
account the nature of the primary rUles infringed not only in the cases enumerated'
in article 19, but also with respect to the rUles relating to the t.reat.ment of
aliens and eo those establishing the internationally protected rights of
individuals. '!be repcesentative furtherraoted that until recently it had been
possible to maintaill that a human being as such had no sUbjective rights directly
granted and guaranteed by the international legal order, because it was States that
had the right to require thattbeir citizens be treated in a partiCUlar manner. At
that time it was thatrigh\~t and in most cases it still Wl\S, which was violated,
namely the right of the State whose citizen had received treatment different from
that internationally established. 'l11at example sufficed to indicate the complexity
of the subject and the inevitabl~ link between primary and secondary rules. The
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p~oblem might possibly be solved by means of a distinction between two or three
general categories, accompanied by a specification of the type of reparation
approptiate in the various general cases. The new draft article 5 seemed to point
in that direotion.

121. Commenting also on this question of the scope of State responsibility,
another representative observed that the whole concept had grown with a changing
world. lJ.1lus,it could no longer be viewed in the limited context of a South-lbrth
relationship in which a poor country was obliged to pay a richer country whose
citiaens had BUffered damage as a result of expropriation, since in the modern
world nationalization was as common in the N:>rth as in the South. 'Ibe
repcesentative further observed that the time dimension was significant in relation
to the type of internationally wrongfUl acts committed. 'Ibere might be a single
act committed once, or there might be a series of acts, or Again, there might be a
long.t~nding positive act or an equally longstanding omission. OOhus the obligation
to desiae from the wrongful act would not apply in the case of a single act already
conaitted. 'lbe violation of the air space of a neighbouring State by an aircraft,
for example, could not be stopped by causing disintegration of the equipment in
mid-air. There would be other obligations, such as the duty to leave the foreign
air apace, to exp:ess regret, and to guarantee that there would 'be no recurrence of
such violations. 'lbe unlawful seizure of aircraft or diplomatic premises could be
stopped by releasing the aircraft Or premises. The obligation for the past was to
undo the wrong commi.tted and bring abou t a return to the status 9uo. 'Ibe
obligation to reduce or mitigate the damage was related to the obligation to desist
from committing further internationally wrongful acts or to discontinue the
internationally wrongful act. lJ.1lat would be followed by an obligation to perform
belatedly the original obligation that bad been breached or to restore the
statuB guo. There would also be obligations for. the future in the form of a
i'ubstitute performance which in the final analysis would consist of reparation in
financial ter.g. It was important that the draft articles of part 2 should take
all these into con8ide~atton.

2. COmments on the various draft articles prOpOsed by
the Special RapP9rteur

Article 1

122. Two questions were ral_ed concerning the text of draft article 1 as proposed
by tbeSpeoial Rapporteur. 'lbere waa first the question as to whether the breach
of an obligation invalidated that obligation and secondly, to what extent does the
braelch of an obligatf:~n by a State affect, in general, the right of that State
under internAtional laW'. As to the first question, it was noted that there would
aeem to b, nO 'reason to doubt that the breach of an international obligation did
not in it.elf nullify the Obligation.. The fulfilment of the obligation might
consequently become impossible and the State to which the obligation was due might
ha'l& the right to terminata t.he legal relationship of which the obligation was
~rt, but f in principle, the obligation would continue to exist after the breach.
bto the second que.tion, it was noted that, it seemed logical to say that, while
• State could not be deptived of all its rights under international law because it
'had bteached. an international obligat.ion, it might be depcived of certain rights in
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the framework of the new legal relationship created by its internationallY wrongful
act. .

123. There was also the view that the text of article 1, when read tog$therwitb
that of article 3, and placed, as they were, at the very beginning of part: 2, gave
the impcession that undue attention was being paid to the interest of the State
that had breached an international obligation. It was accordingly suggested that
draft articles land 3 be combined into a single provision as had been suggested by
a member of the COmmission &S follows. "A breach of an international obligation by
a State affects the international rightn and obligations of that State, of the
injured State, and of third States only as provided in this part". Qlob a text
would be preceded by another general provision at the beginning of part 2, as also
suggested by another member of the Cbmmission. Part 2 would thus begin with a
provision stating that "an internationally wrongful act of a State gives rioe to
obligations for that State and to rights for other States in accordance with the
provisions of this part of the present artioles".

Article 2. -
124. '.Ihere was the view thllt, if a primary rule of international law, which
created an obligation, presct'ibed the legal consequenc&e\ of breach of that
obligation, it would be reasonable to admit that. in the ease of a breaob, the
regime thus established would apply rather than the regime created under part. 21;1
BbWever, draft article 2 proposed by the Special Rapporteur, by affirming that the
particular reg ime of responsibility could derive from any rule "whether of
customary, conventional or other origin and could be determined explicitl~" or
implicitly" in that rule, w~mt too far in accepting the pre-eminence of the regime
estlblished by the primary rule and reduced cone!derablythe application ofpart2~
thereby creating a highly undesirable legal uncertainty. It \'18S stressed. undet
this view that the legal consequenoesof an internationally ~rongful act shou1d be
governed by the draft articles, unless a primary conventional rule .!Xl?licit...1X
establi$hed a differen~ regime for the breach of an obligation oreated by that
rule. !Chus draft article 2 proposed. by t.he Special Rapporteur was to be reviewed
and redrafted accordingly.

Article 3..-

125. se~aral representatives welcomed the suggestion for combining the text of
draft art.~cle 3 proposed by the Special Rapporteur vith b~at of draft articla 1 .
into a single provision Whose text is given in paragraph 123 above, dealing with
8imilar obaervations on draft article 1.

Article..!

126. !here was the suggestion that reference to remedies permitted by the State's
internal law in paragtaIh 1 (~ of draft artiolo .... proposed by the Special
Rapport.eur be deleted. There was also the view that the entire <Iraft atticl.,4 was
lacklngin clarit.y.lt WIiS obseteved that while paragraph 1 (cl referred to the
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obligation to re-establish the situation as it existed before the breach, and while
paragraph 2 mentioned the obligation of financial compensation, the
re-establlShment of the situation as provided in subparagtaph (c) was presented as
a folloW-UP to the measures envisaged in subparagraphs (a) and (b) of the same
patagraph 1, and thus seemed to be both a whole and a part of the whole. In order
to r.-e.tabli.h the p~evious situation, a State which had committed an
internationally wrongful act was required under subparagraph (a) and
sUbp.r~graph (b) of paragraph 1 raspectively, ~to discontinue the Act" and to
"pr'evont cont~nuing effects of such act;;, and also to "apply such remedies as are
pfovided fot in, or admitted under, its int=rnal law"8 "subject to article 22 of
part ona of th~ p~eseDt articles".

121. 'l1liG particular prov.ision, in the view of the sane repre:sentative gave rise
ta conceJ:n on two accounts. In the first place, it doubted the appropria,teness of
the reterence to article 22, which dealt with the exhaustion of local remedies,
that being a necessary condition before a breach of an international obligation was
recognized, because if local remedies had not been exhausted the breach did not
l@gally exi.t, whereas part 2 of the draft: artioles dealt precisely with a
situation in which such a breach existed. Was one to understand that a State
responsible for a breach had the right to delay the fulfilment of its (secondary)
oblig.tion to atop that breach (lata sensu) until such time as new local post
bt$ACh remedies had been sought and exbausted? secondly, the description in
.ubparagraph 1 Cb) of the obligation of the author State to "apply such remedies as
.tePtov~aed for in, or admitted under, its internal law" could be questionedJ it
Might suggest. that, if no. remedies existed, there was no obligation to stop the
breaoh (latCt ••nsu). Even though the additional obligations of the author State
oould b••~unoiatid und~r the second and third patameters; it would seem necessary,
llIine. the Spacial. Rapporteur had chosen to start part 2 of the draft articles with
the obligations of the a\uthor Stat.e, to spall outt.hose obligations as clearly as
possible, and in particular to specify that a state that had breached an
international obligation was bound first and foremost to re-establish the situation
",bieh 'ilQUld have prevailed if no breach had occurred. If that was impossible for
the &uthor State, thon .... and only then - was the potlsibility of a "substit\1telll

pcrforSUfice (the obligation to make compensation and provide Satisfaction to the
injured State) to be contemp1ated, as stated in articla 4, paragraphs 2 and 3.
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~t1lcle 5

128. It W4Uj obaerved that, according to draft article 5 proposed by the Special
Rapporteur, the State which had committed a breach of aninte:national obligation
tuad an optio\,. betwe$n restit.utio in integr~m and compensation. 'lbe obligation of
'£'.'i:.itut.i~.In, .integru~ reflected in t.he draft article seemed to be an application
of the principle of ~opottionelity. '!his caused some uneasiness for certain
repreaentativ•• who &80~ntlally ~aised the question of whethe~ or not restit~~io in
.intQ9ru~ i. a norraal legal consequence of the breach of an interna,tional law. It
'(fall the vi.\»' of the repre8entative that th& application of draft article 5 as
pcopo.ed by the $~cial &\pporteut would in fac'c authori:&G a State to breach an.
internatlonalobligation for _ price, the pric& of compenfJation, and thestatetl'
having tai18it t.o perform tb_t obligation, could fr•• itself from the duty of
perfomance through th. p.~nt of oil sum of ~oney to the injured State. He cited
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article 13 of the International Oov~nant on Civil and Political ~i9hts and s~id

that, according to the proposed art.icle 5, a State would not be obliged to live up
to its obligation under that provision of the Chvenant. By conduct not in
conformity with that obligation - for instance, by expelling an alien without due
pr:oces s c~ law - the State would breach the obligation bU t would a t the !Same time
free itself from i to Even if the I'1!-establishment of the situ&tion that had
existed before the breach would not be II t all materially impossible, the only
consequence of the breach for the author state would be that a sum of money would
become due to the injured State. tbt much was required of t.heState undet the
Covenant\ the obligation to apply due process of law egist.ed only in the case of
aliens lawfully in the territory of the State and where compelling reasons of
national security could not be invoked" Such being the case, was it. really
necessary or justified in t.ha t situation to give the State the benefi t of the
option envisaged in article 5? He would f~vour keeping in part 2 of the draft
articles as in part 1 the essential unity of the concept of intetnational
responsibility, avoiding the creation of exceptions or special regimes unless it
was absolutely necessary to do so.

129. Accorail9 to another; repcesentative,. however, arti.cle 5 proposed by the
Special Rapporte~xr provided t.hat, in the case of a breach of an international
obligation relating to the treatment of aliens, the author State had the option of
either restoring the situation as it had been or paying a sum of money to the
injured State corresponding to the value which the fulfilment of the obligation
bears. '!hus, if! the author State chOse the second option ana. thespeciel
cireumBtanc;~ilmentioned in article 5, paragraph 2, prevailed, the author State
should also provide satisfaction in the form of an apology and appropriate
guarantees against repetition. The repcesent8tivQ did not belie\re that tbat
proposal would enable the author State to opt ou t of the primary obligation in
exchange for payment of a sum of money, since it could not be said that a sanction
was a price paid f8r making an infringement of the law la\>1ful. '!he real point , he
observed, was that to l'f;!-establish the original situation, though not physically
impossible, might require retroactive national legislationll' which in international
practice States were unwilling to envisage for the sake of the pri~ate interGsts
involved.

130. According to the same repcesentati-"e, in international prac'ticQ there were no
clear examples of such measures being demanded by injured States, even less awarded
by an international court.. Ne ither the Chorzov Factorl case nor the a~ard in the
'lbpeo-C&lasiatic case envisaged in the inoperative. parts "'813 anything other than
the payment of & sum of money,· which was in fact ,,,hathed happened in both C2USO$.
He did not:. also believe that the thfloretical example given by another
representative, involving article 13 of the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights, 'Was re&lly relevant. It waB doubtfUl, he noted;> that that
pro"ision really contained an obligation relating to the treatment ofaliensa.
such, in other words, as nationals of a foreign State. !Jh(t OlV'enant dealt witl'~

human rights, and not 'With the rights of State$ in t.he person of their nationals.
Moreover, in that case the prima~y obligat.ion was an obligation to provide
procech.n:al remedies under internal law for the nation&lperson concerned, If such
procedural re.dieswere not peovided for in national legialation, and if there
were no COi1Pellint;reasons of nationalttGwrity for the situ.tion "of th.petaon
concerned, there waa a breach of JUl oblisation. ~at breachd:i.d not neocuasa:d.ly
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entail a new obltgation to r_admit the person concerned to the territory. He noted
that even in thQ RK)re al8100rate :a.ropean Convention on Il1man Rights the absenQe of
la 17equir$d proc.duralremedy did not necessarily entail a claim for compensation
fo-r the daqge, far leas a restoration of the original mituation. 1hat was
elltabli.hed by the judge_ne of the European Court of Human Rights in the case
De wilde, ();)U en venayp.

D. .!n~,rnational liability for injurious consequences arising,
out of acts not prohibited by inte~national ~aw

131. A tew repeesentative. found the distinction between the terms "liability" and
"re.ponaibility· untranslatable into BOrne languages. In Spanish, for example, one
t.pr.s~ntativestated both were translated by the single word ·responsabilidad·~

132. Molltr.presentatives underlined the importance of the topic. It was
recognized that. in modern international life, owing to the development of modern
tec:hnology, there existed a vast array of new activities which could have adverse
conaequenoe. well beyond the terri tory of the state in which they were being
carried out. ~e 1I1tuation could not be allowed, in their View, to continue
without jeopaa-:dizing the peaceful coexistence and interdependence of States. For
the.8 repees8nuttve... international law wst cont.inue to evolve to meet new
circu.stance$ if' it waa to respond to the expectationEs of the international
community. One representative fOUnd the topic important enough to be regarded as a
touchstone of is new international order.

133. Regardle.,s of the general Gupport # some repcesentatives expresed concern over
the content of the topic. SOme found the content uncleclr. A few representatives
wet. concerned that the content was much too close to that of responsibility of
States for wrongful acta. In their view once an international rule was established
for a certain conduct, deviation ft-orl those rules entailed wrongful acts And
conllfJqUently State responsibility c 'lhus &l some repreaentative~found the question
whether it: would be poasible at the current stage to formuate Gauxiliary rules of 4

procedural character" somewhat inchoate.

134. 'lbereport (A!CN.4/346 and Add.1-2) of the Sptteial Rapporteur,
~. R. Q. Olentin-Baxter, on the topic was considered well structured by aome
repre.entatives, and broad enougb not to force anyf inal conclusions on the
reader.. JIbe._ representatives stated that the difficulty in developing a general
nil. of li&bility was tha.t fludt rnlesappeared,'topresappose spec:ifi'C contractual
or otherwi.,. agc••d regulation". '.!hUll thcey supported the view of the Special
llapportAtur tbat. the concept. of .tJ:let liability could not be taken as a basis for
th.~rk on the topic~ 'lbey further agreed with the vie'" Qxptes$~d in
~ragr:.Pl 114 of the report tbat two classe. of cases - u~fotseeable. accidents and
·circuutancea pr.eluding wrongfulne•• - should b& rease.t'i1ed for further
conasia.ration.

~i
I

~
1

135. In refetence .to the difficulties involved in the de'lelopment of this topic,
aoIle repr•••ntativel1po:lntttd OUt ll1a.t Stattt pl'4ctice in this area had not daveloped
to thtl point wheu:. it bad b_en _hIe to engender O\'UstOllary lawt new.arthele.s they

I
!believed that pceoll11ely fOI: this l:eIlilOn a convention dealing with lIUch eden I ••.
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problems was necessary. In the view of 01l1e representative, the~ntellectual

problems inVolved were not inaurmountable# but the point was to whlllt extent Were
Statea prepared to recognize, in concrete terms, the c:onsequencees of the
interdependent nature of the enhanced teChnological capacity to cause harm across
borders. .

136. Views expcessed b~' rep:ezentatives on the scope of the topic as euggested in
draft article 1 proposed by thtt Special Rapporteur, wore diver$e. SOme found the
scope usefully defined because it was broad enough not to excludo any activities.
Particularly at this time, they stated, when the content and the direction were not
yet clearly determined, definition of the scope as formulated in draft article J.
was sufficient.

137. Some representatives, however, found the proposed definition of the scope not
quite clear and broad enough.. A number of repres6ntatives explicl.tly stated that
the topic should not be limited to its traditional scope, namely protection Qf the
environment, but also it should include modern international problems such as, for
example, economic: and monetary qU6stions.

138. SOme other representatives, on the other hand, found the scope of the article
much too broad to be relevant to the topic. It was stated that the concept of
-potential loss or injury- was too extensive, since it. could be interprQted as
covering almost. the whole spectrum of activit.ies within a Stat.e. 'lhus it. was
mentioned that there were a number of treaties, in addit.ion to the regulat.ions
being developed within the framework of the thited ~tions Environment. Programme
(ONEP) , managing environmental problems. Therefore, doubt was expressed Aata the
ac1visability of considering a general scope of application for the formula "colllDOn
heritage of mankind" since this t.erm appeared to be too vague to beuaeful in the
present context.

139. 'lbe omission of "lawful acts" in draft article 1 was noted 'by onOi
repcesentative as adding t.o the vagueness of the scope of the ~:cPic. Another
repcesentative r~ferred ~o the ambiguities in thr.! t.erm "legally protected
interests" mentioned in paragraph (b) of draft art.iclel. From a purely
theoretic:al point of view, he found it difficult to draw a dist.inction between
"legally peotected- and non-legitimate interests. Be stated that. in orde,.. to
identify the relevant interests, the 8r.~ial eoats and inherent. harmfulness of the
activities must. be evaluated.

140. SOme representat.ives e2tJ.Xessed concern over t.he pr:oxillity of the topio to
that of State responsibility. It. was noted that. although the 1:l.nk between the two
topics was highlighted by the Special Rapporteur, it. bad not yet been possible to
fix pr~i.ely the point of intersection of harm and w:rong. !1husit was Mntioned
that the time element was crucial in the interaction between the 8ubj.ects of the
two tQpics. lets not. ptohibited could beco•• prohibit.ed atone period. the act
concerned would then become an internationally wrongful act, for which tbete would
be St.atoresponeibi1itys

141. SOme other rdpr:elSentatives did not. aee the proximity of the two topica as
destructive.e On the contrary, on6repre8ent.at.ive stated that the consid.rat.ion of
this topic in the context of State responsibility was valuable. In t.he view of a
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few representatives, Stltte ~esponsibility 5hould be considered in terms of
seconda~y rUles of obligation, whereas liability for damage caused by lawful
activities sho~ld b~ dealt with in the context of primary rules. Thus the
liability rules ware auxilia:y, additional or procedural rules, which should be
applied in those instances where a primary rule of liability existed. One
representative expressed doubts as to the existence of such rules in ,ustomary la\'1
and wondl!red wbether those rules could be formulated in such an abstract form that
it could be applied to all conceivable circumstances. If not, it was noted, t'.hen
such rUles cQuld be developed ~nly for those partial issues which were either not
covered, ot insufficiently cove~ed, by a special treaty regime. Perhaps, another
reptesentative suggested, the n~~ topic could be supplementary to draft articles on
State ~eaponsibility. Taking as a starting-point the principle that in order to
impose ~n a State th) obligation to make reparation for any injuries arising out of
its activities it was necessary to be able to charge that State with a lack of due
care, it obtained that a breach of an obligation. tler iving from pr imary rules of
international law is involved.

142. 'lb~" cc:mcept of =duty of care" was fO\1nd by some representatives to be
insufficiently prEM~ise to be capable of genet'al application" Some even considered
it. as a "moral" and not a I':llegal" obligation. Thus even if such 'a legal obligation
existed~ it would be a primary rUle, and its violation would entail responsibility
for an internationally wron;ful act.. ~e representative stated that although a few
legal tt;£xts regulating certain aspects of "duty of care" did exist, in his view,
they were all, with one exception, concern~d with private liability not directly
involving the State.

143. Some other represoI'ltatives s,tpported the usefulness of the concept of "duty
of care" and considered it an apprC!:priate starting point to formulate concrete
rules. It was stated that whether the "duty of care" was a substantive obligation
or a function of an existing obl.igation, it could pro\ride a basis for notification,
prior negotiation, conaultation, etc.

1440 '!be view of the ~Special Rapporteur on the i nadequaoy of the concepts of
"violCition of sovereignty" I "strict liability" and "ultra-hazardous" activities was
supported by some zoepresentatives. .~ t was further mentioned that the above
concepts had developed within the regional practices of a small number of States;
therefore it would be difficult to refer to th~m as to those accepted globally by
custom. It was, however, stated by a few representatives that the utility of
"stri.ct liability" and "ulaa-hazardous activity" concepts should not be
underestimated and i:hey-may ptovef,o'be found l1sefulin'1:he "future-developmen-t··o{
the topic.

145. It was pointed out by one repcesentative that the concept of "duty of care"
should indeed modernize the traditional ::!gim9 of liability to cope with modern
~eeds. ~e 1969 Convention on Civil Lidb~lity for Oil Pollution Damage was given
as an Eitx81Slple of nnew liabi1ity l'!l which pro~/id~(i for an international compensation
fund ~long the lines of mutual insurance. It was mentioned that international law
should provide an .appropriate legal framework aimea at preventing the negligenca
~hich would result from irresponsibility, thus reaucing risks and guaranteeing
prompt. reparation..
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146. It. was stated by some representatives that the most important task at th~

current 'stage of the Commission's work on the ~opic was to strike a balance between
the need to pursue certain activities, especially const:uctive activities essential
for development, and the minimization of harmful consequences which might result
from those activities~ That goal could, in their view, be attained if the
Commission continued in its new five-year cycle to pursue its current cautious
approach. In order to facilitate the formulation of new rules on the subject, some
proposed that the Commission should, first, formulate in precise terms a general
principle of international liability for injurious consequences arising out ~f

non-wrongful acts, secondly, devise a flexible system for the implementation of
that principle, retaining the competence to select solutions for different
situations which might arise~ and, lastly, identify a set of rules generally
acceptable to States. Thus, one representative suggested to avoid placing, at this
stage, too much emPlasis on the concept of potential loss or injury; which might
lead to a deadlock in the discussion.

)1
{
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147. One representative, referring to the inadequacies of the doctrine of risk,
commended the concept of balancing of interests. In doing so, he mentioned,
factors such as the conditions peculiar to developing countries should be taken
into account. One method of activating a balancing of interests, it was suggested,
was the prior establishment of civil. liability conventions and compensation funds~

In this respect, utilization of the principles of good neighbourliness and sic
utere tuc ut alienum non laedas was cited as usef~l.

148. '!he concepts of prevention and c:ompens~tion as a who'le were accepted by the
representatives who spoke on the subject. Oon~ents were primarily made on the
specific content of the terms and their relative importance. One representative
was of the view that while activities with transboundary effects should be
regulated, this should be realized with minimal recourse to a rule of prohibition.
In this respect, some suggested, consideration should be paid to principle 23 of
the Stockholm Declaration on the Human Environment, relating to the circumstances
of developing countries. It should be considered whether it was possible for the
government of a developing country to ensure that all industries present in its
territory, including transnational corporations, complied with minimum safety
standards, many governments lacked the necessary administrative machinery and
resources.

149. It was further mentione'a by a few re~esentatives th~_t emrhasis should be put
on both prevention and compenaation. If the Commission focused exclusively on
compensation, one representative stated, it would be giving States licence to cause
harm, and that would hardly be constructive as far as the development of
internatiohal law was concerned. It was stated that there was a growing tendency
among Stat.es to conclude bilateral agreements which em};ilasized the duty to avoid
causing harm and include compensatory provisions only in cases where prevention was
impossible or too costly. It was mentioned that compensation is complementary to
the principle of duty of care,. since States do not have an "absolute" duty of care,
when they failed to do so th~ p~lnciple of compensation repaired injuries to the
other party.

150. Clarification regarding the meaning of "loss or irljury" was also requested by
one representative. It was suggested that "loss or injury" should be understood as

/ .. "
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a relative' concept, to be determined through comparison of the relevant interests
involved, it. should not form the basis for determining an equitable compensation.

151. ?'be continuation of work on ~he topic gained gGiwtal support among
representatives. It WqiS stated that the Q)mmission should continue its work on the
topic with the cautious approach followed thus far.

152. Two representatio;res suggested that general principles, in the light of State
practice, be formulated, with a willingness to ven'Cure cautiously into the realm of
progt<es8ive development, before elaborating the draft articles ..

153. ca~eful examination of multilateral treaty practice, State practi~e and
judicial decisions was pointed ou t as essential to further development of the topic.

154. Perhaps, it was noted, the Special Rapporteur should focus his attention on
State p:~tice, with a view to indicating trends in the development of
international law on the topic. EKamination and comparison of the various
bilateral and multilateral legal instruments which had emerged over the past two
decades was also regarded important and useful. E'~>.lminationof other legal
instruments such as the Stockholm Declaration and the law of t..lte sea draft
Conventio.-l was considered as contributing to providing guidelines.

155. '!be decision as to whether the nature of t.he rules on the topic should be of
a procedural character or otherwise, it was sugg~stad by a few representatives,
should be postponed until the Special Rapporteur had submitted further reports.
Thus the Special Rapporteur should continue to provide food for thought in his
reports to enable a full debate on the general ~lestions involved, including the
nature of the topic. Cnly aftar that should the Commission, in the view of one
representative, try to come to g~ips with draft ar~icles.

E. Jurisdiction~l immunities of State~ and their propertx

1. COmments on the draft ~~ticles aa a whole_____--0. ...;.._ ...-tl.> ~

156. 'ltbst of the representatives who spoke on this topic considered it one of the
most important subjects in the current programme of war k of the a;,mmission. They
commended the Special Rapporteur, Hr. Sompong Suchar i tkul, for the synthesis of the
rich material concerning the State practice found in his first and second reports
to the Commission. They also found acceptable the i~}ductive approach already
adopted by the o:>mmission fer the stUdy of the subject.

157. While a number of the representatives noted with satisfaction the progress so
far made by the Q)mmission towards elaborating a set of draft articles on the
topic, on the basis I')f the reports prapated by the Special Rapporteur, others
..xpressed dlfficalti~s in -giving an assessment of the Q>mmission f S war k at thin
stage. Some rese~ved their judgement because they were specifically a$;..dting the
SUbmission b:t the Special Rapporteur of part 111 of the draft articles inteit.ded to
deal with b~e exceptions to et limitations upon the general principles of State
i_unity. others experienced difficulties in giving a reasonable assessment at
this stage because, for the reasons 'stated in paragr2iphs 1 and 226 of the

/ ...
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COmmission's report, the COmmission itself had not taken a posit-ien on the
rQdraft~d text of the new set of draft articles 7 to 1.0, submitted by the Special
Rapporteur, on the basis of the Corn.'Rission's comments on the revised versions of
those articles as originally formulated in his second report (.A/CN.4/343 and Add.l).

158. It was indeed noted that, after the COmmission had discussed his draft
articles 7 to 11, as described in his second report, the Sp$cial Rapporteur revised
those draft articles. Article 7 was revised to focus upon "obligation to give
effect to State immunity" instead of concerning itself with the question of "rules
of competence and jurisdictional immunityn. Articles 8, 9 and 11 originally
dealing with consent, voluntary submission, and waiver, respectively, were combined
into two articles 8 and 9, both dealing with various forms of consent to the
exercise of jurisdiction by another State. Then in the new versions, draft
article 10 on counter-claims became the last article in part 11 of the draft
articles. It was observed that part 11 dealing with General Principles would be
made up of five articles altogetherl article 6 stating the rule of "State
immunity" as provisionally adopted by the Commissionr and the new versions of draft
articles 7 to 10 yet to be discussed by the Commission. '!be result of the
Colmnission's consideration of these four articles, at its next session, were thus
eagerly awaited.

159. several views were, however, expressed with respect to the nature and the
scope of the topic, in an effort to establish'the kind of problems that the
Commission faced and wbich it must accordingly avoid or overcome in order to deal
successfully with the topic.

160. '!bere was the view that the main legal basis for the jurisdictional
immunities of States was the important principle of respect for national
sovereignty. Thus, the draft articles must be aimed at harmonizing the interests
of all States to promote normal international intercourse and development, taking
fully into account the current international realities and the specific conditions
of States. Another view also stressed the fact that, on this topic, the Commission
was faced ~1ith a COI'lflict of sovereignties whi.ch COUld, however, be resolved by one
sovGreign giving in to another through consent. under this view, it was observed
that the rules of international law on jurisdictional immunities of States and
their property had never been claimed as rules of jUs cogenslO The main point was,
therefore, to provide for the resolution of the conflict by the rules of

\

international law where there was no consent, in other words, to define the rules
of inte£national law relating to the scope of immunity.

161. How to resolve the conflict of sovereignties in modern circumstances then
became the critical question. It was suggested that, with respect to this
question, the maxim par in Rarem non habet imperium was a valid starting point,
ptovided tha1i: it was clearly understood that the maxim worked .both ways, namely, a
State could flot use the territory of another State for the exercise of its imJ;:erium
without the I,:onsent of that other State. Thus another technique was needed to
resolve a conflict, apart from the consent approach worked out through "waivet~,

"irrevocable waiver", "i.mplied consent" and "constructive consent". Such a
technique involved a differentia~ion of the sovereignties of both States involved.
It was necessary to examine the ways in which that so\rereignty was exercised by' one
state:, and the ways in which "that affected the exercise of sove.reignty by the other

I .•.
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Seater ana to distinguish what was "principal" and what was "incidental" in the
various situations. 1hat was not easy, and it might be sometimes necessary to
accept Cl certain amount of arbitrariness in the abstract resolution of the
conflict. 1he pcoblem was illustrated by the general t~ndency to treat immunity
from the jurisdiction of the courts differently from immunity from the direct
application of the public force, as in the cases of attachment and execution,
non-immunity in the former case did not necessarily imply non-immunity in the
latter. Moreover, immunity from the jurisdiction of the courts did not mean that
the substantive legal rules of the State of the forum were applicable to the
foreign State.

162. Another point was that the applicability of some types of substantive rules
of the forum State must. imply the jurisdiction of its courts to administer those
substantive rules irrespective of the status of the persons interested in a given
situation. On the other hand, where a legal relationship between States which was
governed by municipal law was involved, it might be argued that in case of dispute
the defendant State should enjoy immunity from the jurisdiction of the courts of
the plaintiff State provided that the courts of the defendant State were competent
to settle the dispute. More generally, immunity of a State should perhaps be
regarded more as a matter of a forum privilegiatum than as the absence of any
forum. In many cases decided by national courts attention centred on the
differ~ntiationbetween the various ways the defendant State acted, consequently,
the functional distinction between acta jure imperii and acta jure gestio~~was
often applied, and the status of a foreign government agency as an entity separate
from the foreign State as such wa~ often considered relevant. The separability of
imperium and gestio, and the separability of foreign State and State agency, were
often doubtfUl, and it might prove necessary to cut the Gordian knot in some way.
It was significant that the United States Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act of 1916
and the tklited Kingdom State ImmunJ.ty Act of 1978, although Qoth foundec on a
perception of what the existing rules of eXisting customary internatipnal law were,
had in several instances chosen different solutions.

163. Another general question on which those two national legislations, and indeed
the practice of national courts in other countries, differed was the question
whether immunity or non-immunity depended on the factors connecting the situation
with the forum State, and if so, which connecting factors were relevantw Thus, for
example, the united States legislation provided for non-immunity of a foreign State
in any case in which the action was based on an act outside the territory of the
United States in connexion with a commercial activity of the for.eign State
elsewhere and that flct caused a direct effect in the United S~ates. On the other
hand, the Unite(! l<':i.ngdom Act established a rule of non-immunity for commercial
tran~actions without requiring any factor connecting the transaction with the
UnitE!d Kingdom. In both the United State~ and the United "Kingdom there were other
rul."s which, regardless of theinvolvemene of a foreign State, limited the
possibility of bringing a dase be~ote a United States or a United Kingdom court if
there ~as no connecting factor whatevel:. Nevertheless, the question of the limits
of nat:tC'lnaljurisdiction in general was differ~nt from t.he question of State
1mmunity, if only bec~use the latter question was more directly linked with the
prohibition under general international law ot the exercise of imperium in the
tertitoryof afiothet State.
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164. All those observations raised the question whether it was really possible to
draft a complete set of rules on the topic suitable for inclusion in a world-wide
international convention. It should be noted that even the European Convention on
State Immunity did not ensure complete uniformity of the rules on State immunity' to
be applied in the States partiesJ those States could go further in the restriction
of foreign State immunity than the Convention stipulated, although they had to
respect immunity for acta jure imperii. That meant that the states parties to the
Convention reserved the power to cut the Gordian knot in different ways.
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165. 1he Commission, it was then suggested, might best approach the topic
simultaneously ftom two sides, on the one hand trying to formulate a number of
reasonably precise rules relating to cases in which every State was ready to
recognize the immunity of any other State, and at the same time trying to formulate
similar ~ules relating to cases in which every State was prepared not to enjoy
immunity. That double approach, which might narrow the gap, obviously excluded the
staging of a general rule followed by exceptions, since that would imply a complete
resolution of the conflict in all cases. If general agreement could be reached on
such complete resolution, so much the better, but if that proved difficult the
double approach seemed worth trying.
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166. But there was also the view that too much importance had been attached to the
consent of States. It was noted that, although the views about the scope of
immunity ~rom jurisdiction of States varied considerably, it did not appear, at
least from the terms used by States themselvesr that consent was regarded as the
basic element. What was clearly evident was the existence of different
interpretations of certain customary rules and of their scope and exceptions.
Where, however, a State agreed that it should grant immunity from jurisdiction to
another State, or when a State claimed such immunity for itself, it did not do so
on the bas.is of consent except of course in the ca'-se of an existing agreement . but
because the State considered that there was an obl1gation to admit such immu~ity.

Thus, in the final analysis, what was being accepted was not th~ immunity as such,
but the content of the law that established it and the interpretation of that law.
But even under the view in which emPtasis was placed upon consent as a means of
resolving the conflict of sovereignties, the point was made that it was necessary
to avoid giving the impression that consent, even constructive eonsent, was the
only legal basis for non-immunity.

167. Other representatives also stressed the fact that both the substantive and
procedural aspects of State immunity were changing and that it would accordingly be
a difficult task for the Commission and the Sixth COmmittee of the General Assembly
1:;0 c:odify and develf)p the law o~i. the subject. It was observed that the pril\cipal
consideration would be evaluation of the status of the rules on State immunity.
'!he changing pattern of international relations required a .~ew look at old
practices and rules particularly since international trade in the widest sense had
bacome vital for all States and Governments Of all persuasions were increasing
their direct participation in economic activities•

I ...

168. Taking these into account, ano~~er view stressed that a distinction shOUld be
made in the context of the activitiea of St~tes cc~ered by jurisdictional immunity
and activities resulting from the Stmte's exercise of its public powera~d other
activities of the State. It was not,ed thaf: the suggested distinction was impot'tant
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beCAuse only tbe activities of tbe first type were regulated by general
intetnational law. 'Ibus, although it was possible to speak of jurisdictional
impuni~y for activities regulated by private law, trade law and, generally,
activities ~bicb a State carried out lure gestionis as opposed to iure imeerii, tbe
SOUrce of tbat il1llUnity was either internal law or treaty. It was admitted,
bowever, that the distinction just suggested between ~cta iure imperii and
acta iure iestionis was Cl difficult one to draw precisely. 'lbe COmmission was thus
cautioned to give the matter very careful consideration and to reply upon the
numerous jUdgements of internal courts for criteria suitable for use in a codifying
oonvention. tklCler this view, let it be pointed out, it was not the rule of
jurisdictional immunity in general international law that had changed as compared
to the custom of the past, it was States which had undergone a striking
transformation engaging increasingly in forms of action which, like the public
management of commercial enterprises, were not essentially different from the
comparable activities carried out by private persons and no longer so closely
linked to the exercise of sovereignty, even though designed to provide for the
well-being of the territorial community of the State concerned.

169. 'Ibe ca,ll for the evaluation of the rules on State immunity for the reasons
atated above brought to focus once again the two conceptual approaches to the
SUbject.. It was asked whether the rules on State immunity should be treated, as
hitherto, .s general rules with specific exceptions baS9d on the sovereign equality
of States and the protection and promotion of friendly relations and co-operation
between State. or should the rules be treated as an exception to the territo~i&l

sovereignty of States. It was then noted that the Special Rapporteur had indeed
opted far the former viewpoint treating State immunity as a rule with respect to
which specific exceptions would be elaborated. Thus, once the draft articles on
the exceptions to or limitations upon State immunity had been formulated, it was
hoped that the draft arti,cles on the SUbject as a Whole would reflect a generally
acceptable compromisC'. Accordi~, to the view of certain representatives, it was
important to guarantee immunity of foreign States. 1hey found it inappropriate
th~t t~e draft articles prepared by the Special Rapporteur tended to suggest that
jurisdictional immunity existed solely in so far as it was established in the
articles themselves. This view prefetred the adoption of the approach reflected in
artic'.~ lS of the 1972 &1ropean Convention Qn State Immunity, which established
that a State was entitled to immunity from jurisdiction, except in a nUmber of
Ca'les Mntioned in article$ 1 to 14 of tha t Convention.

17 O. There was, accordingly, the fear which had also been pointed out in
paragraph 221 of the Cowaission's report (A/36/10) that the Commise.ion was
establishing absolute or unqualified immunity. While this was nDt the case, some
repre.entatives still felt a c~rtain uneasiness about draft &rticles 7 and 8 as
originally submitted in the Special Bapporteur's second report, which they
con.id.rea as implying that the undetlying principle was absolute immunity, from
which deviations were possible only with the consant of the State concerned. It
was ob••tved, according to this view, that general international law currently
required State. to grant immunity to foreign States and their property of all
!lct,lvitieS! oonnected with official fUl~ctions. On the other hand, it wa!) asserted.
the aodern trend of international law was to includ~ 4usiness activities of foreign
Stat•• within the COMpetence of do.a!~ic courts. 'lbua, draft articles 7 and 8 were
Unacceptable aince they were conlidet&d as going in the opposite direction of

I ..•
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172. In the opinion 4)f some representatlves, draft artic10 6, provisionally
adopted by the Commission, should state che rule on stat~ immunity in the same way
as article 15 of the 1972 E),Jropean Convention on State Immunity. .Adoording to this
view, it was desitab1e therefore to delete from paragraph 2 of draft article 6 the
phrase "in accordance wi th th~ provisions of the present a rti\':les" • BJ t there was
the view that draft article 6, as provisionally adopted, accurately defined the
orientation and soope of the rule. It was thus emphasized that the phrase "in
accordance with the p~esent articles" was intended to establish beyond doubt that
the applicable law would be the law of the convention b~in9 e1aboratEltd andnC'tt, the
customary law. Accordingly, the retention of that phrase W~S considere'tlimportant
since its deletion would defea~~ the purpose of. d~veloping the Qpplicable law under
the convention. Another view supporting the tetention of that phrase was that, if
the draft articles envisaged were formulated to reflect acc:ut'ately State practice
on the subject, then the phrase in question would not have th$ effect of
disqualifying the !'lO'rl'lt stated in draft article 6 from being a basic rUle of
internationrl law.

Article 6. State !!munity

2. Comments on the various draft arti~
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(a) ~ticles provisionallY adopted by the International Law Co~issioQ

..

establishing absolute immunity. It was clear that further clarification with
regard to the ullder)~ying policy of the rule as formulated by the COmmission would
be necessary.

171. Another view was also expressed to the eff~ct that p.t'oceeding on the premise
that part II of the draft articles would exhaust all the forms in which c~msent

might be manifested was not a sound basis for the Commission's future work. Under
this view, specific reservations were voiced about the treatment by consent in
draft articles 8 and 10, which did not adequately explain the interrel~tionship

that was intended between "consent" and "waiver". The pIohlem was accentuated, it
was further noted, by article 9 which restricted "waiver" to instances of state
conduct in relation to a partiCUlar legal proceeding, thUfJ narr:(\wingwrongly the
means by which immunity may be waived. Thus, the draft a~tic1es, ~Qcording to this
view, &lso failed to make it clear whether the variou$ forms of conse~!: described
were intended to operate independently at varying stages of a legal proceeding or
whether consent, once found, was to be effective for all subsequent stages. T.he
answer to this, it was noted, might well be different in partiCUlar cases. The
view also maintained ti18tthe draft articles in general did not give sufficient
attention to the difference in the various forms of juri~diction - adjudicative,
legislative and enforcement - that may be relevant to the consideration of
immunity. In this connexion, it was observed that draft articles 2 (b), 2 (g) and
3 (b), proposed by the Special Rapporteur, and article 6, provisionally adopted by
the Commission, presented different formulations of the questions whereas the draft
should consistently make clear that their focus is upon adjudicatory jurisdictions.
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(b) Articles pro22~!!(.t ,by ~pe see.£t,J. Rappgrteur

~.~~.c,1!.1.. «:JJligC4tipn to give. ef{!,9t to State immunit:{

173. Dtaft artiol& 1, proposed by the Special Rapporteur, was correctly seen as a
oorollaty to draft article G. 1bU8t baving established the tuleon State immunity
ill article 6 (a Sta.t.e le illmWne from tbe jurisdiction of another State), article 7
••t forth a corresponding obllgation (4 State shall refrain from subjecting another
St.ate to it, jurisdiction). Nevertheless, one rePfftsentativa questioned the need
for such :i pcoviiJion in the two alternatives A and B of the new version of
article 7 put forwt.lti! by the Special Rapporteur. In paragraph 1 of alternative A,
he qu••tioned th~ u8efulness of the phrase "notwithstandi,ng its authority under the
rul•• of compete"ce to conduct prQceedings"~ Similarly, in alternative B, he
."pca.uDeed doubt over the phrase "notw! thstanding the existing competence of the
authority before which the proceedings are pendi~".. These two phrases, it was
axgued, tended to present the ·aut.~ority· or ·competence" of the State or its
jUdicial and administrative authorities to conduct proceedings under its or their
own rule. as a preliminary basis for the application of the rule Qf State
lrMIUnity.. This "as considered as mote of an effort at em);ilasizing the 'theoretical
aspect of state immunity rather than the elaboration of practical rules of law.

174. 'rhe aillt of article 6 and of paragraph 1 of article 7, it was asserted, should
be to .et forth .s clearly as possible the general principle that, under certain
oondition. to be specified in the draft articles, a State was immune from the
juri.diocion of another State an.d that, consequently, no State could subject
another to its jurisdiction. If a State had no competence under its own rules to
conduct proceedings in a given case, it \'tas of course impossible for another State
to be subjected to its jurisdiction in that particular case. It hardly mattered~

howevett whether theoreticallY a State was immune from the jurisdiction of another
State not. by Virtue of the rule of state in«nunity but rather: by virtue of che fact
that the other State was noc competent under its own rules, and until those two
situation. could be shown to have differenc legal consequences, he would continue
t.o have doubt. 8S cO the usefulness of the second part of par&graph 1 of arcicle 7.

175. Doubts oVer the ,,}:)Qve two phrases in alternatives A and B of draft article 7
were exp(ttsf.led by another representative who, howevel:, found alt.ernative B as a
whole to be s implet and clearer chan alternative A. His objection to the two
phtase& was based on his understanding that the question as to whether a given
court was competent or incompetent tJ'as determined by the domestic law of the State
concerned and not by international law. '!hue, if one State respecced the immunity
of another State, no court should be entitled to exercise jurisdiction in a
pitooeeding against ts'1~t other s.tate, regardless of whether a court was otherwise
oompetent under national law to deal with the question concerned. 'Where a court
pro<:eeding waa instituted againsc another State, it was further obner\red, tile
obj(i!ctions wbich that State might raise would derive solely from t.he violation of
ics right to theju~isdiction~li~nity.

116. While paragtapb 3 of draft articlo 7 f alternative B, was unacceptable to one
repro••ntative bee.Use the paragraph raised the problem of the clash bett,i'Qen
abaclut.. andfunct:ioilal i1:B1nlty, and p09sibly opening the way for che concept: of
functional i-.unity, it was, h~ever, preferred by anothertepresentative for
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precisely that same reason. In the opinion of yet anotherrepresentatlve ,draft
ar~lcle 7 was broadly acceptablec Nevertheless, the notion of direct orinCiireet
impleading found in paragraph 2 of alternative B required further oonsideratlon.
The article should focus mainly upon legal proceedings before the courts and the
respect to the independence of the jUdiciary ~

Art icle ~. COnsent of state

177. According to certain representatives, draft article 8 as proposed by the
Special Rapporteur should be amended so as to elillinate completely any impzession
that it was intended to establish the notion of .Absolute or unli_ltea immunity.
One repr:esentative even went further to suggest that reference should be made to
the idea of "complete immunity". }i)wever, other representatives had no
difficulties with the article as it was, while some suggested that it could be
combined with draft article 9 so that the entire question of oonsent and varioul
means of expcessing it should be in a single article.

,!rticle..2,. Expression of COftS~"t

17 B. In the opinion of one repcesentati'Ye, the phrase ·voluntary submission" used
in the article proposed by the Special Rapporteur was objectionable. ~ another
repcesentative, the phrase ·or taken part or a step in the proceeding" found in
paragraph 4 of the article was unclear. To make the paragtaph clear, the
repcesentative suggested that the text be confined to such presumption of consefit
to cases in which a State had b~t itself instituted legal proceedings ina court of
another State ..

!£,."...t.-io;;,;l.e;;...;;;l.....O. Counter-claims

179. In the opin1.pn of one relptesentative, although paragraIh 1 of the Spttcial
Rapporteur's draft article 10 saemed quite adequate in covering cases in which a
State had by itself institute~l legal procee~ing8 in a court of another State, it
was still open to question as to whether a state's partieipation in a proceeding
with respect to a counter-elaim presupposed 'mat it was a party to the main
dispute. Moreover, the same problell w!,th the phrase ·taken part ora step in the!
r.coceeding· found in paragraph 1 of the article, as paragraph 4 of &rticle 9,. still
existed. In general, this rep:esentative foundjurisdiotion with regard to
counter-elabul to be going too far in all cases where the State ooncerned had not
itself institut.ed proceedings. '!'be articl~, accordingly, required IlOre careful
attention and further clarification.

P. Statu.. of the dip1a_tic Clouri~r and the Clip10_tic bas.
not.accomp!nied hI diplOMatic courier

1. eo.ents on the toeic aa a whole

180. Many rept:esentativ•• who spoke on the topic·St&tua of tho diploatia courier
and the dipl~tic bag not acoompanied by diplomatio courier" noted with

I •••
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ftatisf.ction the prog:e88 _ad. ther$on, as refleoted in chapter VII of the
Co.dllaJ.on.'lrepOtt. 1bey c01lVl'iended the Special :RappOrteur, Hr. Alexander Yankov,
for his excellent .econd roport. While aome of tbe rep:esentatives reserved
C01Q1lOnta on the topic until the Cosmnil3sion had made further prQgress on the draft
article., others Ilededetailed observations on a number of issues relating to the
IItudy of this topic~

181. Beveral repr••entatlves attached great practical importance to the topic; a'nd
expg•••ed hope that the Commission would cont.inue consideration of the question
with a view to el.borating a dofinitive legal text. It was atat.ed that such an
in.truant would prosaote cO""Opera.tion and friendly relations among States, would
petbapa put an end to the breachea of provisions relating to the diplomatic courier
and tber Cliploutic bag and would reduce the risk of conflict in that area. '.lbe
view w.a also expc••sed th~t, .a the faats of international life indicated, the
ptable•• involved in ensuring strict: observance of the rules of diplomatic law and
lncre.alng th~it effectiveness wsre not only t.opical but demanded additional
.fforts by the international conaunity and, therefore, that the formulation of an
intatnational convention on this topic h&d to be considered an important and useful
_ana to that tend. SOlle rtipre.entatives Gxpressed hope tha t the Commission would
aocord pr 101'1ty to the consideration of this topic. .

182. In au~rt: of the Coubud-on's continued work on the topic, several
tepee••ntative. ahated the view that provisions of existing multill1terltil
conventions and s:egion~l ana bilateral 8gz:eem6nt.s regulated many of the questions
!nvolv*d but ..aid it apPfllired e)C~dient to formulate and adopt a convention devoted
.)felUsi"ely tQ tho subj.ct. In the first pl&ce$ it was very important that the
rul•• _houlc1 be concent.rated in one conven.tion of a universal nature. Secondly,
the pc:oc.a. of drafting a convtmt1on would provide an opportunity to perfect.
llppcooptiate generl\l rul'hl on the basis of those already tiixisting t by 8Y8t.ema~izing

tbOll _net tttating the. IftOr@ preoisely. 1tIirdly, that process would make it. possible
to asoflu:'titin aore accurataly the need$ for new rUles which unquestionably existed
in praotice.

193. HoweVtBt,.OM reptGsentativ•• expressed reservations about. tho di!lsirability
of continuing with the topic ein::. it would b&, in their view, a quite
unjustifiable ",aate of the COttlSai.ijio:-~·s limited ~ime andreaources for it to embark
on What would ldIOUnt to little .,re than. a restatement. of. existing conventional
rule5. on. r_tce,.Q.ntative st.a.te4 in thistegard that if there was any topic that
justified tb. thought that th.· 0:.1II\18810n didnu~ fOQU8 on the useful b:sues, the
que.tion of t:b" statu. of the' 'diplomatic courier and the''diploatic hag
un.a~nl.4 by diplotMltic eour!fu: was surely such a topic. the area waa already
goYGrned by.ettl.a tul••• tbere had been no f~tKluental problems with them, e:tlc.pt
perhapII for lO!i1ie &lOO.lve USQ* of the bagwich did not afft)Ct their validity, a1\d
tber. had bHl'l no augg••tion that therQ was any urgent. need to expand their sco;pe.
1buc b. ~intain4nl that it va. no't; a topic "hleh responded \t.o contemporary needtl,
nor did it r.~••&nt an intellectually <tsllential oounterpart to any existing woek.

18.. Qutt6prillentative ~ noting that in tho debatG in thf9 COJali$lIion there had
'b~"nconflict:1ngobmftvatio.ne •• to tht nec8lus1ty and desirability of the exercise
~ln qu_..tlan, et.at.4 .that. be ~l<l wait further daovelopMnts before deaiding between
'the t.wopeints of \'1e••

I ....
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186. SOme representatives emphasized the need to maintain a purely functional
approach to the question. It was oberved that tbe superstructure envisaged for the
topic so far was too compJ.ex) what was needed was an empirical study leading to the
formulation of such additional rules ets might be necessary to deal wi th the real
problems confronting Statesv such as the growing abuse of bag privileges.

I

11
I
I

Comments on the various draft articles prepared
by the Special RaPporteur -

2.

187. Commenting generally on the six draft articles submitted in the second report
of the Special Rapporteur, several representatives expressed the view that the
Commission had made a good start when it had based itself on those draft articles,
which were envisaged as elaborating specific rules based on existing practice and
were designed to facilitate the administration of couriers and diplomatic bags and
reduce the diffiCUlties arising between States in that field. 1he special merit of
the draft articles submitted by the Special Rapporteur, it was said, was that they
established the principle 'that the status of the diplomatic courier and that of the
diplomatic bag, as established in the relevant multilateral, regional and bilateral
conventions, were identical, that assumption provided a firm basis for the
elaboration of a general set of draft articles containing provisions which were not
specifically affirmed in existing rules. It was noted wi~b satiafaot4on- that .tbos&
draft articles submitted by the Special Rapporteur had advanced the consideration
of the topic into a phase involving the stUdy of specific issues which gave promise
of successful completion in the very near future. The view was expcessed, however,
that the draft should also be kept within strict li.mits, since it represented a
supplement to a question which was already largely regUlated by other conventions
that had also been drafted by the International Law Commission.

185. '!be over-all approach and the method of work adopted by tb,a Special
Rapporteur were generally endorsed by the representatives who touched on these
points. It was noted with agreement that the Special Rapporteur's method was based
on the comprehensive analysis of the practice of all official communications and
legal instruments relating to the topic as a whole such as the 1961 Vienna
Convention on Diplomatic Relations, the 1963 Vienna Convention on Consular
Relations, the 1969 Convention on Special Mil3sions, the 1975 Vienna Convention on
the Representation of States in Their Relations with International Organizations of
a universal Olaracter.. This method allowed for the implementation of a
comprehensive approach to the status of the diplomatic courier and the diplomatic
bag not accompanied by diplomatic courier stricto sansu, as well as to all other
couriers and bags used by States in their official communications. It was also
stated that the Special Rapporteu~ had successfully demonstrated that the
comprehensive and uniform treatment of the problem was possible and that his
presentation had aone much to alleviate uncertainty as to why the General Assembly
and the Commission had considered the topic of such importance, given the body of
law which already existed.

188. ' one representative indicated that the receiving State should have the right
to prescribe the maximum size of a bag.. Another representative suggested that the
~Commission should consider whether the persons other than diplomatic couriers such
las the captain of an aircraft, who were given custody of a diplomatic bag in
'transit, should be accorded some degree of functional immunity.
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189. One representative stated that his delegation supported the Special
Rapporteur' s suggestions on the further course of action to be followed and on the
proposed format of the future legal instrument as set out in his second report and
also agreed.,i th the Special Rapporteur that detailed dif3cussion of the general
provisions should take place at a later stage.

Article 1. Scope of the present articles

Article 2. Couriers and bags not within the scope of the present articles

190. With regard to the scope of draft articles proposed by the Special Rapporteur
(arts. land 2), many representatives agreed with his decision to limit the draft
articles for the time being to diplomatic couriers and bags used by States, and not
to include those employed by international organizations. It was stated that many
international organizations would have no need for elaborate protection of their
communications, their immunities and privileges being based on ~~e concept of
functional and demonstrable need and regulated in each case by Headquarters and
other agreements. It was added that the same was true of special missions. '!he
view was e~essed further that exclusion of international organ1zations was fully
justifiable from the standpoint of expediency) in all probability, it would be more
expedient for the legal codification of the official communications between
intern~tiona1 organizations to seek the elaboration of a formula which would
correspond to article 3 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of TreatiesQ

191. However, a few representatives stated that they did not understand why
international organizations were excluded from the scope of the draft articles. It
was noted that such organizations played an increasingly active role in current
international relationsl a relative measure of secrecy or confidentiality in some
communications ~~ international organizations might be crucial to the attainment of
the objectives of such organizations. In the opinion of these representatives,
diplomatic bags and diplomatic couriers used by international organizations might
be given certain privileges and facilities in accordance with the criterion of the
needs and official responsibilities of such organizations. The reference to
national liberation organizations deserved consideration, one representative
added. '!be view was also expressed t.l)at the Commission should for the time being
not exclude the bags of international organization~ ~nd sHould study the question
in depth before taking any decisiono

192.. With regard to -the Speci'2rl Rapporteur'-s proposal that i:be draft articles
should include conwunications between different State& and between States and
international organizations, some representatives observed tha~'it would be an
undue extension of the established concept of diplomatic courier and diplomatic
bag. It was said that the draft articles should apply only to the traditional
"endogenous" field of communications between a Government and its agents. Other
representatives also cautioned that the Commission should consider this point
-carefulll' •

193. A few representatives questioned the desirability of including within the
scope of draft articles "official oral messages" transmitted by diplomatic courier,
as they did not understand the different between such a person, entrusted with
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Article 3. USe of terms

transmitting an oral message to another States, and a special envoy, whose status
and function had already been dealt with in other instruments.

195. Many representatives were in agreement with the Special Rapporteur that the
already well-established terms "diplomatic courier" and "diplomatic bag" should be
used to cover all kinds of couriers and bags used by States in official
communications with their missions'abroad, since any new terms might create
confusion. A few representatives maintained, however, that the termB "official
courier" and "official bag" were flexible enough and reflected in a more precise
manner the general approach to the scope of the draft articles. One representative
expressed the view that the provisions of draft article 3 should relate exclusively
to definitions and that all substantive elements in the subparagraphs regatding
wdiplomatic courier", "diplomatic courier ad hoc" and "diplomatic bag" should be
eliminated. .

194. As regards the use of terms, many representatives generally agreed with the
tentative proposal of the Special Rapporteur. A few representatives, however, were
rather uneasy about the length of the draft article. It was observed that the
number of terms defined was staggering, being far greater than the number of
definitions included in the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations (9), the
Vienna a:mvention on COnsular Relations (11), and the Convention on Special
Missions (ll)~ at the same time, it was far less than the number contained in the
Vienna convention on the Representation of States in '!heir Relations with
International Organizations of a Universal O1aracter (34). However that might be,
it was felt that some of the 23 definitions in draft article 3 were superfluous and
that, in the case of many of the terms, either they were self-explanatory or their
meaning was so well established in international law that their mention only
burdened the text.

196. Another representative indicated that he was worried by the point at which
the privileges and immunities accorded to the "diplomatic courier ad hoc" ceasad
under the terms of article 3, those privileges should cease on his re-entry of the
sending State, unless the return journey had a p!:ivate character and included
countries other than the receiving or the transit State. Still another
representative suggested that the definition of the te~m "diplomatic bag" might
require careful examination to ensure that the bag contained only official
communications between the sending State and i1:8 missions or delegations and not .
other articles which had no bearing on such communications. Furthermore, it was·

~ stated by one representative that, in view of the aforementioned importance of the
national liberation organizations, there should be an appropriate addition to
article 3. Finally, the suggestion was made that the elaboration of the draft
articles should be an opportunity to establish a definition for the concept
Aofficial correspondence", so as to preclUde the kind of abuse often reported...
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,{\rt icle 4.

Article 5.
8 It

Freedom of communication for all official purposes
effected through diplomatic couriers 3nd
diplomatic bags

J)Ity to respect international law and the laws and
regulations of the receiving and the transit State

\

Article 6. Non-discrimination and reciprocit¥

197. several representatives indicated that the "general principles" proposed by
the Special Rapporteur (draft articles 4 to 6) were sound, expedient and ,
well-balanced. It was said that those principles were already to be found in
several international 'instruments and, accordingly, the ir inclusion in the draft
articles could be easily accepted. It was noted that those three principles could
not be taken separately, and cqnstituted a framework of rights and obligations for
all the States involved, the sending State, the receiving State and transit
States. '!Wo of those principles, that of freedom of cO!:Ununication and that of
non-discrimination and reciprocity, were presented as creating duties or
obligations for the receiving and transit States, while the third principle, on
respect for international law and the laws and ~egulations of the receiving and
transit States, would create duties only for the diplomatic courier.

198. SOme representatives, however, expressed the view that there seemed to be a
certain irl\b~lance in that presentation. It was believed tha t the articles should
set forth clearly that the duty to respect international law and thl~ laws and
regulatio~Bof the receiving and transit States was a duty not only of the
diplomatic courier but also of the sending State itself. This point was consider-ed
particularly important in connexion with the treatment of diplomatic bags. As was
pointed out by one representative, it was a highly controversial question whether,
in the case of justified suspicion of abuse of the privilege to freedom of
communication, the receiving State should have the right to open the diplomatic
bag, either in the presence of a representative of the mission of the sending State
or in his absence, or to return that bag to its place of origin. Another
representative observed that it was necessary to find ~ balanced compromise between
the rights and obligations of the sending and receiving States, and between the
principle of the inviolability of the diplomatic bag and the justifiable need to
prevent abuses. To that end, the COmmission should base, its work on article 35,
paragraph 3, of the Vienna o>nvention on COnsular Relations of 1963, which provided
that the bag could be opened under certain circumstances. A few other
representatives agreed With this observa1:ion and stressed that such a provision
would be particularly necessary if the articles laid down the principle of the
unconditional inviolability of diplomatic bags.

199. In this connexion, it was pointed out that the question would arise as to the
extent to which the draft articles were consistent with the provisions of the
1963 Vienna COnvention on Consular RelationsJ article 30 of the 1969 Vienna
COnvention on the Law of Treaties, concerning the application of successive
treaties relating .to the same subject matter, would apply_ The problem posed by
article 35, paragraph 3, of the 1963 Vienna Convention also raised the more
'important issue of the use which was to be made of the four conventions in drafting
the articles on the issue. '!be report did not disclose a clear Commission concept
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G. Other decisions ~nd conclusions

1. ~e law of the non-navigational uses of international watercourses

202. A number of representatives regretted that the Commission had had to defer
consideration of a top.ic of s\1ch practical and urgent importance in the modern
world and expt'essed disappointmnt that it had not been able to appoint a new
Special Rap~"'Orteur, ~"lUC.l delaying work on the topic~ It was also stated, hoWever,
that while the reaSons why it had not been feasibJ..e for the Commission to continue
its conalderation of the law of the non-navigational uses of international
wate~coursesmight be understood, there was concern that the delay might be viewed
IAS according the item less priority l.h"n it deserved. '!be importance of the
subject, both in terms of promoting the formulation of rules aimed at establishing
balanced and effective regimes for internatiunal wateroourses and in terms of its
broader implications for co-operation among States and for the rules governing
international conduct generally, could hardly be over-emphasized. Certain
rQ{Xesentat.ives suggested that the COmmission should rapidly resume its work 'OIl-the
topic and accord it a high degree of priority. The suggestion was also made tha~

the Commission should complete its consideration of the topic during its next term
of office.

201. Most representatives who referred to the law of the non-naVigational uses of
international water~ourses noted that the Commission had not been able, at its
thirty-third session, to consider the question due to the resignation of the
Special Rapporteur on the topic, Mr. Stephen M. Schwebel, upon his election to the
International Court of Justice. Representatives favoured the Commission continuing
its work aimed at the preparation of draft articles on the law of the
non-navigational uses of international watercourses and took note of the intention
of the Commission to appoint a new Special Rapporteur on the topic, stressing the
desirability of doing so at the commencement of its 1982 session, thus ensuring
continuity of its work on the topic.

.'
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I of the relationship between those conventions and the draft articles. '!'hat aspect ~ i
of the Commission's work, it was said, would require further consideration. t.'ll
200. It was emphasized by a few other representatives that most States had .~

reservatio~s regarding the idea of restricting immunity of the diplomatic courier i 1
and tjlE: diplomatic bag in view of the fact that the majority of bilateral t i
conventions expressly provided for full immunity to be accorded thereto. It was /;
noted that the Special Rapporteur had stated that there was widespread support for i '
the unconditional inviolability of the bag, and that the likelihood of abuses
should not be exaggerated.'i
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203. one reptesentative drew the attention of the Sixth Committee to the recent
Ad Hoc Meeting of senior Government Officia1B Experts in Environmental Law held at.
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Montevideo.a That meeting had concluded its proceedings by adopting a number of
conclusions and recommendations, one of which h~d a direct bearing on the question
of the law of the non-navigational uses of international watercourses. The
recommendation was a request to the Governing COuncil of UNEP t~ adopt a programme
for the development and periodic review of environmental law. One of the items
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enumerated in that conne~ion concerned protection of rivers and inland waters
against pollution. '!be Governing Council was asked to invite the General Assembly
to accord greater priority to the question of no~navigationaluses of
international watercourses as one of the topics dealt with by the International Law
Commission. His delegation hoped that the Sixth Committee would endorse that
recommendation.

204. '111e vital importance of water to some countries was highlighted by certain'
representatives. One representative stressed the deep interest of his country in
the progressive development and codification of the legal provisions relating to
the non-navigational uses of internationa1 watercourses inasmuch as 96 per cent of
the water of its rivers came from neighbouring coun~ies.

205. Another representative recalled that the Commission itself had observed that
the problems of fresh water were among the most serious issues confronting mankind
and that it was therefore necessary to codify and develop the rules of
international· law on the subject. That topic was of special significance to his
country, which was primarily an agricultural country and was largely dependent on
river water. ais delegation therefore proposed the following principles for the
consideration of the Commissionl the waters of an international river should be
equitably apportioned among the riparian States, having due regard to special
circumstances 6 such as heavy dependence on the water by a particular riparian State
and the traditional use of such water, the exercise of rights within its territory
by a riparian State should not result in ecological or physical changes that could
cause grave danger in the territory of other riparian States, each riparian State
ahould exercise the utmost care within its territory to prevent water pollutionJ in
cases where the utilization of water was likely to cause damage or hardships to
other riparian States, the prior consent of those States should be necessarYJ a
right which could be exercised in more than one way should be exercised in such a
..nner as to cause no damage to any other riparian stateJ an aggrieved riparian
State should be adequately compensated for the loss it sufferad as a result of the
viOlation of its rights or the damage caused by the misuse of waters by another
riparian State) lastly, riparian States should be under a legal obligation to
aettle their disputes peacefully and, if bilateral efforts were unsuccessful, the
international forums available for that pUr:P0se should be aPPcoached.

206. Yet another representative stressed that water was vitally important for the
prosperity and development of her country, as for' other riverine countries. It
wnt against all principles of' justice if an upatream State interfered wi th the
flOW' ot a watercourSE!" to the detriment af a downstream State. Problems-concerning
the sharing of water resources had reach conflagration point between some
CO\1nt.~ les, while between others it remained Cl continuing source of misunderstanding
and conflictlt Of the 200 river basins in the world, only a third were governed by
bilateral agreements~ The utilization of shared water resources was vital in
achieving a new international economic order. Fbr all those reasons, it was
considered essential for the Co~iss!on to make progress in its work by appointing
a new Special Rapporteur immediately so that the ambiguities of the legal
provisions relating to international watercouraes might be sorted out and a
ratio!)al solution of the problem found.
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207. TUrning to the work accomplished on this topic by the Commission at its
1980 session, the same representative contended that the tentative interpretation
of the term "international watercourse system" given by the Commission in its
report thirty-second session (A/3S/l0, para. 90) was legally unsound and
self-contradictory and would, if not given due consideration, create enormous
difficulties in many respects in the future. An "international watercourse system"
was geographically situated in two or more States, irrespective of whether it was
used by the States or not. However, the Commission's treatment made it a relative
concept; the watercourse system became international or not international according
to whether waters in one State were affected by or affected uses of waters in
another State. That view was totally unsatisfactory, would be prejudicial to the
interests of many ~ountries and ran counter to the concept of an international
river and drainage basin developed in international law over the years. ~e

overwhelming body of legal authorities spoke not of an "international watercourse
system" but of an "international river basin" as an indivisible unit regardless of
the fact that it embraced two or more States and as a basic norm governing
international rivers generallYJ an international river basin could not be
international in part or in relative terms but only in an absolute sense. The
united Nations Water Conference held in 1977 had adopted a resolution, unanimously
endorsed by the United Nations Conference on Desertification in the same year, that
in the absence of treaties on the question States should apply generally accepted
principles of international law in the use and management of shared water
resources. Moreover, in his report on the law of the non-navigational uses of
international watercourses the first Special Rapporteur, Mr. Richard D. Kearney,
had proposed tha t for the pu tpOse of drafting articles the Commission should accept
Rinternational river basin" as the appropriate meaning of the term "international
watercourse" (A/CN.4/29S, para. 49).

208. When introducing draft resolution A/C.6/36/L.21 (SUbsequently adopted by the
General Assembly as resolution 36/114) on behalf of 34 sponsors, their spokesman
drew the attention of the Sixth Committee to the fifth preambular paragrsph ~ and
stated that it reflected the concern and interest expressed by most delegations
regarding the question of the law of the non-navigational uses of international
watercourses, for which it would be desirable for the International Law Commission
to appoint a new Special Rapporteur in order to ensure the continuity of its work
en the topic.

209. FOllowing the adoption by consensus of draft resolution A/C.6/36/L.2l by the
Sixth Committee, one representative, in explaining his delegation's position, said
that during the consultations on the formulation of draft resolution A/C.6/36/Lo2l
his delegation had expressed doubts as to the advisability of mentioning in the
text the appointment of a new Special Rapporteur on the topic "the law of the
non-navigational uses of international watercourses". Emphasizing that point, he.

~ "Taking note of the intention of the International Law Commission to
appain t a new Special Rapporteur on the topic •the law of the non-navigational uses
of international watercourses! and stressing the desirability of the Commission
doing so at the commencement of its thirty-fourth session, thus ensuring continuity
of its work on the topic".
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said, might give the impr:ession that the Sixth Committee was arbitrarily assigning
greater or lesser importance to a particular question.

2" Programme and methods of work of the Commission

210. Concerning the programme of work for the thirty-fourth session of the
International Law Commission, members of the Committee agreed that at that session
the Commission should complete the second reading of the draft articles on treaties
concluded between States and international organizations or between international
organi.zations, taking into account the written comments of Governments and
principal international organizations, as well as views expressed in the General
Assembly.

211. In addition, members of-the Sixth Committee endorsed the conclusion reached
by the International LaW Commission regarding ~~e establishment, at its
thirty-fourth session, of general objectives and priorities which would guide its
study of the topics on its programme of wo~k within the term of office of
Commission members elected at the thirty-sixth session of the General Assembly.

212. Certain representatives believed that as the International Law Commission
app:oached the beginning of a new five-year cycle, it was appropr iate to assess the
role which it played in fulfilling the pUrPOses set out in Article 13 of the
Charter: Despite the positive and impcessive achievements of the Commission since
its inception in 1949, it had occasionally been argued that in recent years it had
allowed itself to concentrate unduly on topics of peripheral interest to the

~ international community. In view of the COmmission's overcrowded agenda and the
breadth of the topics involved, it was considered essential for both the Sixth
Committee and the COmmission to be more discriminating in selecting priorities and
in the treatment of topics. It was necessary to establish a viable work programme
for each five-year cycle, which should embrace the completion of work on certain
i terns on the long-term progr amme of work but also leave room for new but
narrowly-framed items which could be completed in one or two sessions. It was also
stated that the Commission's long-term programme of work should make provision fOr
the short-term treatment of topical political SUbjects.

213. one representative suggested that the Commission should be encouraged to
pcoceed as it had done after its last enlargement at its 19"62 session. On that
occasion, the Commission had adopted a comprehensive programme of work for the
remainder of the term of office of its members elected in 1961. '!hat had been
based on the presence of one major topic, two smaller topics in reserve and
preliminary action on other topics still on the original work programme of the
Commission as adopted in 1949. That assumed a non-competitive coexistence between
abou t five topics and their Special Rapporteur s. 'Iba t programme of wor k, backed by
the General Assembly and Governments, had carried the latter for 10 years and had
produced the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, the 1969 COnvention on
Special Missions and the 1975 Vienna Convention on the Representation of States in
~eir Relations with International Organizations of a universal Character. It had
laid the basis for the work on State succession, now partly completed with the
1978 Vienil2.\ Convention on SUccession of States in Respect of Treaties and the draft
articles on State succession in respect of State property, archives and debts
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contained in the 1981 report. General discussions held durin~ the first two weeks
of the Commission's 1962 session, and the conclusions reached thereon a year later,
had laid the foundations for the complete change of direction in the treatment of
State responsibility. There had been a certain degree of single-mindedness about
those decisions which had made it possible for the members of the commission, and
scholars gen~:ally, to concentrate intensively on the topics under consideration,
instead of having great intellectucal capacities and talents dispersed, often
willy-nilly, over wide and disconnected spheres of the law.

214. At its 1981 session, this representative continued, the Commission, besides
devoting its atttention to the priority topic relating to treaties to whicll
international organizations were parties, would also have to indicate one other
major topic which it would hope to be able to complete before the end of the term
of office of the members to be elected shortly. With regard to the quantitativelY
small topics, the Commission should take a what was already on its agenda or had
been mentioned in the General Assembly, the state of work and the known polttical
reactions and submit to the Sixth Committee in 1982 its considered conclusions and
recommendations. He recalled in that connexion that in the period 1962-1966, when
the Commission had found there was a risk that it might not be able to complete its
adopted programme within the limited time normally allocated to its session, its
members had voluntarily agreed to hold several extrasessional meetings and had
extended its 1966 session. During that period, the Commission had added the
equivalent of one whole session in extra work'in order to complete a programme
which it had freely adopted and recommended to the General Assembly. The
substantive secretariat and the administrative and budgetary organs had co-operated
in that unusual augmentation in the number of meetings of the Commission.

215. A number of representatives supported and welcomed the Commission's
conviction, expressed in paragraph 257 of its report, that it could do better work
and in the longer run achieve greater results by concentrating its ~ttention on a
smaller number of topics at anyone session. It was said that that approach would
also go a long way towards easing the Sixth Committee's difficulties in evaluating
the merits of the Commission's work each year. '.Ibe number of topics undertaken by
the Commission and their complexity sometimes led to serious delays in the work.
'.Ibe COmmisaion should, it was suggested, concentrate on three or four priority
topics, rather than conducting six studies at the same time, as in 1981. It was
considered essential for the Commission to try at each of its sessions to
concentrate on a limited number of topics, so as to be able to SUbmit comprehensive
and intelnally consistent sets of articles to the Committee. On the other hand, it
was remarked that the growing number of topics referred to the Commission reflected
the confidence of all Member States in that body.

216. One representative voiced the opinion that there were many and complicated
reasons for a feeling of malaise about the COmmission, its work, its methods of
work, its programme and other matters. The General Assembly had been at fault in
not giving the COmmission adequate guidance with regard to choice of topics and the
orientation of its work. The Sixth COmmittee had piled too many tasks on the
COmmission without fully weighing the political pros and cons, for the codification
of any branch of law was not a technical plaything of lawyer.s but a po1.itical
operation, sometimes of major implications. '.Ibe COmmittee had been too liberal in
establishing priority requirements for specific items witho\.~t adequate examination
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of the intellectual burden thereby imposed on the members of the Commission and
especially on its Special Rapporteurs, as well as on the highly qualified
specialized services of the Codification Division of the Secretariat called upon to
assist them, without even considering the capacity of the overworked legal
departments of most foreign ministries to cope with the burden.

217. As to the topics currently on the Commission's programme of;,Jork, a number of
representatives stressed that priority consideration should be given to, or that
work be expedited on, certain topics. In that connexion, the following topics were
mentioned: State responsibility) the law of the non-navigational uses of
international watercourses, status of the diplomatic courier and the diplomatic bag
not accompanied by diplomatic courier, and jurisdictional immunities of States and
tv"'!eir property.

218. ~~cording to one representative, during the next five yearsr the Commission
s"h.)uld complete work on three of the topics currently before it: the question of
treaties concluded between States and international organizations or between two or
more international organizations) the law of the non-navigational uses of
international watercourses; and the status of the diplomatic courier and the
diplomatic bag not accompanied by diplomatic courier. It should be possible to
complete work on those topics during that period if the Commission set itself a
fixed time-table. With respect to other topiqs, in particular international
liability for injurious consequences arising out of acts not prohibited by
international law and jurisdictional immunities of States and their property, this
representative suggested that the Special Rapporteurs for those topics should, on
the bas.1\,s (jf their practical experience, present proposals to the Commission at its
first m,Y.r,~.ing of the next session concerning those areas on which tangible progress
could be ~~de during the next five years. Another representative, noting with
satisfaction that the objectives laid down by the Commission in 1975 and reaffirmed
in 1977 had been largely achi.eved, stressed that the Commission should expedite its
work on topics already on its agenda, with a view to completing its consideration
of those topics within a determined time-limit and within its five-year term.

219. The time had come, in the view of some representatives, to review the
Commission's long-term programme of work with a view to tackling new and pressing
i~sues which were of concern to all States Memb9rs of the Unite= Nations. It was
essential that the Commission's programme of work should be SUfficiently flexible
to include new topics o·f &'uportance to the international community. One
representative felt that the Commission should go further than establishing general
objectives and priorities which, at its future sessions, would guide its study of
the topics on its current programme of work) it should take a fresh look at the
programme of work itself. Even though the programme of work followed the
recoD'.mendations of the General Assembly, one of the duties of the Commission under
article 18 of its statute was to survey the whole field of international law with a
view to selecting topics for codification and, when it considered ~lat the
codification of a particular topic was necessary or desirable, to submit
recommendations to the Goneral Assembly. It must be admitted, in 'l::hat respect,
that some of the topics in the programme of work of the Commission were of
relatively minor significance, while others of major importance were not included
and were sometimes considered by other bodies. Without any intention of reserving
for the Commission a monopoly on the codification of international law, his
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delegation was of the opinion that enhancing the role of the Comiilissior! would be in
the best interest of the international community~ to that effect, the Commission's
programme of work should more accurately reflect the present-day needs of the
international community. He was confident that if the International Law Commission
showed its willingness to play a more dynamic role, the General Assembly would be
prepared to make fuller use of the Commission's potentialities.

220. It was said that the basic principles selected by the COmmission were, by and
large, taken from the.practice of States and that that was a guarantee of their
future acceptance. The law formulated by the Commission should not, however, be
limited to reflecting the past. Despite the International Law Commission's
undeniably impressive list of achievements in the codification and progressive
development of international law, there was, it was maintained, a growing
conviction that it had somehow failed to keep pace with developments in
international law and advances in science and technology. :F..eference was made in
that connexi.on to the publication by UNITAR entitled "'Ibe International Law
Commission: The Need for a New Direction" (E/8l.XV.PE/l) which had indicated that
many areas, in particular areas of concern to third-world countries, had remained
outside the field of·acti~ityof the Commission, thus necessitating the
establishment of various ad hoc bodies whose activities had supplemented those of
the Commission, for example, in connexion with outer space, the protection of the
environment, the law of the sea and action against international terrorism and the
taking of hostages. It was said that the Sixth Committee had shown itself
reluctant to entrust legal topics to the Commission, not because results might not
be forthcoming in the short term, but because the Commission itself had encouraged
the impression that certain topics were too "political" to be suitable for its
consideration and that it would prefer to concentrate on the precise formulation of
rules of international law in fields where extensive St~te practice already
existed. It was hoped that that trend could be reversed r and that the Commission
would in future resume its central role in the international law-making process by
responding to new challenges and expanding the scope of its activities.

221. One representative believed that in order to better fulfil its mandate, the
Commission should gradually adapt to the requirements of the development of
international relations. As far as the substance of its work was concerned, it
should ensure that the draft articles reflected the shared aspirations and
reasonable demands of the developing countries. While his delegation was pleased
with the commendable improvements made in recent years, it felt that in that area
the Commission still fell far short of expectations. 'Ibe developing countries had
suffered from aggression and oppression for long periods. They were currently
playing an increasingly important role on the international scene. Upholding
justice was an important principle in the progressive development of international
law, and his delegation hoped that the Oommi~sion would make greater contributions
in that respect in its future work.

222. The law developed by the Commission should, it was stressed by another
representative, be directed primarily to the future, and, in that regard, a
prominent place should be reserved for all matters relating to the emergence of new
States on the international scene. The international law which the Commission had
to formulate under its mandate should be situated midway between the interests of
the old societies and those of the'new nations - that was a sine qua non of its
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practicability. The Commission was, moreover, well aware of the need to give
particular attention to the situation of new States since, in the draft articles on
succsssion of States in respect of State property, archives and debts, it had in
each case given special coverage to the situations created by decolonization.
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223. One reprasentative expressed the belief that the work of the United Nations
in the field of the peaceful settlement of disputes and good-neighbourly relations
among States could give the International Law Commission a useful new course to
follow. 1'he appeal for disarmament and peace launched by his Government
recapitulated the rules and principles on which international relations were
based. 'ltle achievement of the objectives set forth in that appeal presupposed the
evolution and further development of international law, and the strengthening of
its role in the promotion of peace and international co-operation and in the
establishment of a new economic order. It was in those areas that the International
Law Commission should be called upon to make an even more substantial contribution.

224. Other representatives stressed that the International Law Commission had
undOUbtedly fulfilled the expectations of those who had created it and had played
to the full the role of promoting the progressive development and codification of
international law, as attested to by the noteworthy conventions which had resulted
from its work. Much of its work in the past had focused on the codification and
illumination of traditional topics of international law, while at the same
developing that law when State practice was unclear or when the traditional norms
required modification to meet a changing situation. It should not be reluctant to
embark on projects requiring it to explote largely uncharted legal territory.
Indeed, although the Commission had been the target of a certain amount of
criticism, it must be acknowledged that. it had introduced and elaborated upon some
very substantial elements, such as the jus cogens concept in the law of treaties
and several new elements in the field of international responsibility. Certain
subjects, however, might be too technical or of insufficient legal significance to
be dealth with by the Commission, and the Sixth COmmittee had a collective •
responsibility to ensure that the Commission focused on subjects in the greatest
need of codification and development, it was stated.

225. FUrthermore, certain representatives indicated specifically that they did not
share the approach or conclusions set forth in the UNITAR publication noted aboveo
(he representative recalled that the author s of that publication had concluded that
if the COmmission continued to avoid su~~ areas as economic and technological
development, environmental protection, violence control and human rights, it would
become a backwater in the development of international law: But, he stressed, the
Con-anission was being accused of a crime it had not actually committed. It was
being accused of the failure to initiate studies relating to the progressive
development of international law. Those making that accusation were disregarding
the mandate that the Commission had been given by its statute. According to the
statute, the Commission itself could select topics for codification (art. 18).
However, proposals for the progressive development of international law were not
formally initiated by the Commission, but were referred to it by the General
Assembly, individual Member States or other authorized organs, agencies or bodies
(arts. 16 and 17). It would appeaJ: from the statute that the General Assembly
retained for itself and the individual Members of the United Nations the right to
initiate topics involving the progressive development of international law, perhaps
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because of the political character that such topics might have. In practice, the
Commission had found that it did not rquire one method for codification and a
different one for progressive development, since the articles it prepared on
particular topics combined elements of both lex lata and lex ferenda.

226. Whether the topics on the Com..rnission's current progra!!,-,ne of work did in fact
touch upon the most pressing problems requiring legal regulation on the
international plane was a matter, according to this representative, that had been
authoritatively determined year after year, in resolution after resolution, by the
democratic process in the General Assembly. If the Commission, as was alleged, was
not working on items relating to new fields of international law, that failure had
to be attributed to the General Assembly, the Sixth COmmittee and Member States.
However, a dispassionate look at the type of topics dealt with by the COmmission
and the content of its work on those topics revealed that, even in those areas of
international law in which extensive State practice, precedent and doctrine already
existed, the rules formulated by the Commission following its consolidated
procedure were attuned to the concerns and needs of the international community.
'!ba t was indicated by the large measure of acceptance of the Commission' s drafts
that had been submitted to the scrutiny of States - old and new - in the context of
plenipotentiary conferences of the General Assembly. It might be wondered whether,
in view of the incorporation of certain provisions in texts currently being
elaborated, such as article 19 of the draft on State responsibility or
article 36 bis of the draft on treaties to which international organizations were
parties, the implied criticism was indeed one of excessive or even regressive
development.

227. Another representative who was unable to share the basic approach of the
authors of the UNITAR pUblica,tion remarked that while it was true '!;hat the
Commission had been conceived as a body that would have primary responsibility for
the progressive development of international law, article 17 of its statute
envisaged other "official bodies established by inter-governmental agreement to
encourage the progressive development of international law and its codification".
Furthermoc~, under Article 13 of the United Nations Charter, the task of
encouraging the progressi~e development of international'law and its codification
rested with the General Assembly and, accordingly, with the United Nations system
as a whole. Immediately after the establishment of the Commission, an equally
irnpo~tant place in State practice had been accorded to diplomatic conferencesg
convened with a view to conciuding conventions without tile prior preparation of
drafts by the Commission. In the 1960s and 1970s, other instruments that had
contributed greatly to the codification and progressive development of
international law had been elaborated and adopted outside the scope of the
Commission. '!bere was also the human factor to be considered, he said. The
Co~nission comprised ~ number of distinguished lawyers, yet even such outstanding
experts in international law could not be expected to pay proper attention to such
different topics as the legal implications of remote sensing in outer space, the
intricacies of a new international sea-bed authority, environmental p~oblems and
the theoretical and practical issues of State responsibility. There should be a
certain degree of division of labour amoug the various forums.

228. As far as the methods of work followed by the International Law Commission
were concerned, represantatives expressed satisfaction with the Commission' s
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conclusion that it would continue to keep under review the possibility of improving
further its present procedures and methods with a view to the timely and effective
fulfilment of the tasks entrusted to it.

229. certain representatives felt that improvements could be made in the
Commission's methods of work. Regret was expressed that the Commission had had to
conclude its con3ide!:~tionof certain questions at its 1981 session without
resolving the divergence of views among its members. It was important for the
COmmission to strive to reach a consensus on any substantive question and to ensure
that the draft articles it prepared adequately reflected the actual world situation
so that they would be acceptable to as many States as p~ssible.

230. It was also said that while the drawing up of 8 legal text had to pass
through several stages and could not be an expeditious process, some draft articles
prepared by the Commission were verbose. That lack of conciseness appeared to be a
technical problem, and did not affect considerably the efficiency of the
Commission's work. The purpose of law-making was to secure the broadest compliance
by States. If the substance focused on real needs and the drafting was made more
precise, there would be minimal waste of time and impcoved efficiency.

231. One representative, while supporting the Commission's practice of appointing
Special Rapporteurs, recommended that it should seek a practical method of
continuing its work on all items on its agenda under all circumstances, even if the
Special Rapporteur for a specific topic was absent for any reason. The Commission
might perhaps appoint a deputy for every Special Rapporteur in order to avoid a
repetition of what had happened at its 1981 session in connexion with the law of
the non-navigational uses of international watercourses.

232. Another representative regretted that the participation of the members was no
longer covered in the.1 COmmission's reports as it had been before. 'lhe reports on
the work of the thirty-second and thirty-third sessions merely gave the membership
of the Commission wi thou t indicating whether all the member s had actually
participated in its work. Whatever the reason for that choice, his delegation·
wished the COmmission to resume providing information on the participation of its
members# a matter which had a direct bearing on its effectiveness.

233. certai.n representatives referred to possible changes in the Commission's
methods of work mentioned in the UNITAR pUblication noted above. The possibility
of the Commission becoming a full-time body was raised bqt not supported. It was
said that while the Commission's output might be increased and its work speeded up
by adopting such a proposal, it would be difficult to implement because of its
financial implications and because the COmmission was composed of persons who
occupied important posts in their own countries, either in universities or in
government, who would therefore be unable to devote their full time to the work of
the COmmission. Nevertheless, it would be possible, according to one
representative, to find a compromise solution whereby the Commission continued to
meet only part of the year, while the Special Rapporteur s worked full time.

234. Another possible change mentioned by one representative was to make the
commission an intergovernmental body, on the theory that the Commission would then
be able to tackle difficult and pressing contemporary world political questions and
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thus make faster prog~:ess in the development of the law. However, experience had
shown that negotiations between States were less arduous when based on a draft
prepared by an independent body, such as the Commission. In the case of the Third
United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea, he said that there was a
widespread feeling that many of the difficulties could have been avoided if there
had been an initial draft prepared by independent expertsm His delegation
therefore had doubts on that suggestion, and also felt that it would go against the
very nature of the Commission, Governments already had enough ways of making their
reactions known and giving guideliness, either through the Sixth Committee or in
written comments.
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235. The possibility of the Commission not confining itself to the preparation of
draft articles as a basis for concluding conventions was also mentioned. According
to one representative, as for topics which obviously did not lend themselves to
formulation in international conventions, it would be useful if the Commission were
to prepare a compilation of international practice and reaffirm the principles of
customary law. The Commission had abandoned the draft convention method at least
once since its establishment, in the case of the Model Rules on Arbitral Procedure
which had been published when the General Assembly had refused to convene a
plenipotentiary conference on the topic~ Those rules had proved useful and were
often referred to by States in connexion with the conclusion of bilateral or
multilateral conventions on arbitration. The adoption of methods other than the
preparation of draft conventions would also, it was contended, help to speed up its
work, which was no small advantage.
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236. However, another representative believed that there appeared to be a great
deal of misunderstanding concerning the precise effect of the technique used by the
Commission in elaborating a set of draft articles. The drafting of articles was
merely a technique for. the preparation of legal texts. '!be elaboration of draft
articles, incorporating and combining elements of lex lata and lex ferenda in such
a manner as to enable them to serve as a basis for the conclusion tthd adoption of
an international instrument, whether a convention or not, was the reflection of the
consolidated procedure that had evolved in the practice of the Commission on the
basis of the provisions of its statute. Because of the strict requirements which
that procedure imposed upon the preparation of texts, it had proved to be the most
adequate and effective technique for identifying and embodying the rules of
international law relating to a given topic:. ibe fact that the work was in the
form of a set of .draft articles in 1i0 way prejudged the recommendations that the
Commission could make under article 23, paragraph 1, of its statute regarding
further action once the work was complet.ed. For example, the set of draft articles
prepared by the Commission on arb!ual procedure had been brought to the attentio.n
of Member State as a set of -model rules· for their consideration and use in
General Assembly resolution 1262 (XIII). In that connexion, it should also be
borne in mind that the value of draft articles, even those in the process of being
elaborated by the Q)mmission, as evidence of customary international law, might be
independel'lt of the fact that they had not yet been embodied in a convention. That
was graphically shown, with reference to the Commission's current draft on treaties
to which international organizations were parties, by the advisory opinion given by
the International Q)urt of Justice on 20 December 1980 on the interpretation of the
Agreement of 2S March 1951 between the World Health Organization and Egypt.
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237. Other representatives, moreover, stressed the efficiency, appropr iateness and
flexibility of the existing working methods and procedures of the COmmission. The
view was expressed that various ideas had been mooted to make the task of the
Commission easier, some of them, such as turning the Commission into a full-time
body, were extreme and would be counter-productive) despite the considerable
burdens imposed on it, the Commission had made an outstanding contribution to the
development of international law by preparing carefully-thought-out drafts which
had served as a basis for the adoption of important international conventions. .

238. It was recalled that the suggestion had been made that the Commission's
working methods rendered it unsuitable for the consideration of questions on which .
rapid action was necessary. While certain representatives indi.cated they
understood that the amount of work entrusted to the Commission by the General
Assembly, and its conscientious approach to that work, precluded its proceeding at
greater speed, it was also noted that the COmmission must continue to be responsive
and receptive to the needs of the international community and be prepared to review
its working methods and to envisage new techniques so as to make more effective use
of its collective wisdom and experience. The sixth COmmittee had an equal
responsibility in terms of setting realistic targets and being supportive, as well
as offering constructive criticism. It was observed that given the fact that the
Commission was not in session throughout the year, that its members did not serve
on a full-time basis and that it generally had several questions before it
simultaneously, its achievements exceeded all expectations.

239. One representative stressed in particular that the COmmission had proved to
be a most efficient instrument for the discharge by the General Assembly of ita
Charter obligations conce~ning the progressive development of international law and
its codification. The Commission had shown the requisite flexibility to adapt its
methods to the demands of the international community and had maintained those
methods under constan t review in order better to achieve that objective. By
relying on Special Rapporteurs, the COmmission was able to focus its attention on a
small number of topics at anyone session, without slowing down the work on other
topics. Special Rapporteurs for topics of lower priority could continue their.
individual research for the preparation of their successive reports, while the
Commission advanced in other areas 'Jntil circumstances called for a full debate on
those topics. O'ler the 33 years of its existence, the Commission had proved to be
a remarkably efficient mechanism for the elaboration of legal texts. Those texts
had served, in most cases, as the foundation for the adoption of international
conventions by the General Assembly or by plenipotentiary conferences. The record
of the commission's achievementS" showed that it.S' speed of production bad been <

geared to the capacity of states to absorb written law. The situation currently
facing the General Assembly vividly illustrated that assertion. The General
Assembly had before it two final drafts prepared by the Commission in response to
insistent requests by the Assembly. In 1982 it was expected that the Assembly
would have before it yet another final draft. In other words, in the short
interval between 1978 and 1982 the Commission would have adopted three final drafts
relating to disparate and complex topics, on the final disposition of which the
Assembly had to pronounce itself. 'l1le accumulation of final drafts emanating from
the Commission at the request of the Assembly indicated that the Commission worked
lat a satisfactory pace.
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240. '!he conclusion reached by this representative was that it was gene::::y73 'I
recognized that the Commission had served the international community well, had ~.l

done exactly what had been expected of it and had successfully filled the gap in It
treaty-making by producing fundamental texts, which the family of nations had
readily accepted. While there was talk about various improvements which should be
made in the working methods of the Commission so that it could better meet the
needs of a changing world, the Commission itself, in its observations regarding the
review of the multilateral treaty-making process, had suggested, inter alia, that
its Special Rapporteurs should be provided with more assistance and facilities to
enable them to perform their duties satisfactorily in the future. It had also
suggested that its progress might be faster if it had more time and resources at
its disposal and more assistance from Governments at all stages.
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241. It was said that the Commission should, at its thirty-fourth session,
consider ways and means of improving its methods, including the need to increase
the assistance that had traditionally been given to the Commission and its Special
Rapporteurs. Concern was expressed regarding access by the Commission to adequate
resources and support was voiced for the proposal to establish an international
legal research centre which would call on experts in economic, technical or
scientific fields closely linked with legal questions, as well as in law. The
services of the experts would also be available to the Special Rapporteurs and the
members of the Commission, the Commission would thus be able to venture into areas
which it had hitherto regarded as outside its 'scope and to adapt its work more
effectively to the needs of the contemporary world. It was also said that it would
be desirable, in order to speed up work, for the Commission to have a larger and
full-time secretariat.

242. Regarding the relationship bet~een the International Law Commission and the
Member States of the Organization, the opinion was expressed tha t wi th time and
resources at a premium, there was also a collective responsibility to find more
effective, efficient and economical ways of developing the Commission's
relationship with Governments, through the General ASsembly. In that connexion, it
was said that the report could still be improved, especially by identifying clearly
the decisions on ea~~ topic taken at the session under consideration. The task of
seeking vie~s from Governments on the substantive issues might also be facilitated
by the greater use of questionnaires as an alternative to, but not a substitute
for, detailed comments. Governments were urged to respond as fully and
expeditiously as possible to the requests of the Commission for comments and
observations on its draft articles and questionnaires and for materials on topics
on its programme of work.

243. A number of other representatives also referred to the question of the
documentation of the International Law Commission. Concerning the report of the.
Commission, certain representatives said it would be helpful if the complex form
and content of the report could be modified to make. it more easily understandable.
A simple synopsis at the beginning of each chapter of the decisions taken at the
current session of the Commission, with cross-references to the te~ts or
commentaries where appropriate, would, it was suggested, enormously facilitate the
task of delegations in preparing their statements.

/ ...
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244. One tepresentative reiterated his delegation's earlier appeals that the
Commission's annual reports should be much less repetitive, especially when they
were in·teriru reports, and the commentaries much less discursive. There was no
need, he said, for a repetition of the detailed considerations which had led the
Commission to its conclusions, those were a matter for the reports submitted to the
Commission by its Special Rapporteur s and other documents. None the less the same
representative also stated that if several delegations, including his own, had
complained at the length and strucutre of some of the recent reports, it should not
be forgotten that the mUltiplicity of topics placed on the Commission's work
programme and the degrees of priority accorded to them had all combined to compel
the Commission to report on each one each year, at least that was how the
COmmission had interpreted its duties.

245ft Concerning the publication and distribution of the report of the Commission,
it was noted with satisfaction tha t the voluminous report of the International Law
Commission had been distributed at the start of the session of the General
Assembly, which had greatly facilitated the work of delegations. On the other
hand, the view was expressed that in order to facilitate the consideration of the
Commission's work the report should be completed immediately after the closure of
its session and distributed well in advance of the session of the General
Assembly. On Et representative criticized what was termed the excessive delay,
worsening from year to year, in the pUblication and distribution of the
Commission's annual report, which was regrettably attributable, in his view, to
defective administrative arrangements. The report of the 1981 session of the
Commission had not been distributed until after the Sixth COmmittee had started its
sUbstantive work, and under those circumstances it was all but impossible for
delegations to obtain the views, however preliminatY, of those whom they
represented. With modern techniques of document reproduction it should be possible
to speed up considerably the preparation and publication of the COmmission's
report, regardless of its length. He therefore hoped that, in a spirit of
co-operation, something would be done to effect the necessary improvement in the
distribution of reports in the future.

246. SOme representatives regretted that some Commission documents, in particular
the reports of Special Rapporteurs, were no longer systematically distributed at
Headquarters or were otherwise not readily available to delegations in New York.
'Dle reports of the Special Rapporteurs served as a basis for discussion in the
Commission and would clearly assist delegations in having a better understanding of
the evolution of the COmmission's work. They often, it was said, only became
available after considerable delay and some delegations had not even seen the
reports produced in 1980. '!bose reports were moreover the last documents to be
pUblished in the Yearbook of the International Law Commission. Although that was
due in large measure to the need for technical revision of the reports, which was
undertaken by the organization with very great competence, the delay in making the
reports available to the academic community and Governments was none the less
worrying •

247. One representative stressed that both the Sixth Committee and the
International Law COmmission should be aware of the comments of the
Secretary-General on the report of the Joint Inspection Unit on control and
limitation of documentation in the united Nations system (A/36/l67/Add.2)J while it
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was not practical or desirable to establish rules for the maximum length of its
reports, the Commission would do well to keep in mind the general problem of the
quantity of current documentation and draw the implications of the
Secretary-Generalis observation that the General Assembly might alternatively
"decide that reports submitted to it by anybody that received written meeting
records (verbatim or summary) should not, save in exceptional cases, in~lude a
summary of. the debates".

248. Representatives favoured a reaffirmation of previous General Assembly
decisions concerning research projects and studies required by the work of the
International Law Commission and the increased role of the Codification Division,
as well as of those concerning the need for continuing provisions of summary
records of the Cow~ission's meetings.

3. Co-operation wi th other bodies

249. Representatives expressed satisfaction with the close co-operation maintained
between the International Law Commission and the International Court of Justice as
well as with such regional legal bodies as the Arab Commission for International
Law, the Asian-African Legal Consultative Committee, the European COmmittee on
tegal Co-operation and the Inter-American Juridical Committee. It was said that
such co-operation would make an increasingly constructive contribution to the
attainment of the common objectives of the Commission and the other bodies
concerned. The hope was expressed that the Commission would continue to enhance
its co-operation with legal organs of intergovernmental organizations whose work ws
of interest for the progressive development of international law and its
codification.

4. International Law Semi~

250. Representatives noted with satisfacion the success of the seventeenth session
of the International Law seminar, organized by the Office of Legal Affairs during
the thirty-third session of the International Law Commission. A number of
representatives reaffirmed the importance of the Seminar, particularly for
participants from developing countries, and indicated their appreciation to those
Governments and private organizations which had contributed financially to the

I

holding of the seventeenth International Law Seminar. The wish was expressed that
seminars would continue to be held in conjunction with sessions of the
International Law Commission and that an increasing number of participants from
developing countries would be given the opportunity to attend those seminars.
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